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Demetri Martin. Funny person.
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Flower power

UM engineers unveil
'bridge in a backpack'
AEWC revolutionizes construction projects
By William P. Davis
Web Editor

Research

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
The University of Maine was Tim Berry's destination Wednesday afternoon in his Drag-a-thon across Maine. See story page 3...

The University of Maine's
Engineered
Advanced
Composite Center showcased
two new bridge-building technologies Friday that officials said
will make bridges quicker and
cheaper to build and more
durable.
University, state and federal
officials shared the stage at a
press conference Friday to
announce the completion of the
first bridge to use one of the new
technologies and the formation
of a company to further develop
the other technology.
The first 'technology —
known as the "Bridge in a
Backpack" — was recently used
to rebuild the Neal Bridge in
Pittsfield. Inflatable tubes, which
can fit into a medium-sized duffle bag, are inflated, shaped and
hardened with a resin. The lightweight tubes can then be moved
into place by hand before being

filled with concrete.
"We are rebuilding our country with the technology here
today," said Rep. Mike Michaud.
"This new technology will not
only last longer, but you can also
save time as well when building
this infrastructure." •

"This is all about
doing things in a
smart way, using
Yankee ingenuity."
John Baldacci

The tubes, which are twice the
strength of steel once hardened,
serve three purposes. They act as
a form for the concrete, reinforce
the concrete so no rebar is needed and protect the concrete from
the elements. While the arches
for the Neal Bridge were pre-fabricated at the AEWC and then
trucked to the construction site, it

is expected in the future the tubes
will arrive at the sites rolled up
and will be inflated and hardened
there.
Habib Dagher, director of the
AEWC,stressed how quickly the
bridge was built. Once the arches
were in place, it took about one
hour to fill all 23 with cement.
Although the Neal Bridge was
about as expensive as a traditional bridge, the bridge-in-a-backpack method is expected to
become cheaper when scaled.
According to Daniel Bannon, a
graduate student who oversees
much of the construction, the
arches are currently built entirely
by hand
The other bridge teOlgulogY
being developed by the AEWC is
a composite girder — a horizontal beam.The girder also requires
some concrete, which is added
on site. A 70-foot composite
girder weighs 6,000 pounds
before being filled with concrete,
compared to the 50,000 pounds
of a conventional concrete highway girder. Its light weight,

See BRIDGE on page 7

BAT buses safe, but Sustainable agriculture
the classroom
old and unreliable gets out offarming
takes off in Orono
Stimulus package may improve local transportation
By Jeff Hake
Staff Reporter

Student Life
It was a record year for the The Bangor
Area Transportation (BAT) system, and the
numbers are only expected to increase. One
thing is clear to riders, drivers and administrators of the system: More buses are needed.
"Oh absolutely," said Sue Wagner, who
has been a BAT bus driver for almost two
years, when asked if new vehicles were a
pressing need."We need a lot of new buses."
Joe McNeil, superintendent of the BAT
system has an eye on the well-being of its
vehicles. He said six ofthe system's 18 buses

are past the age where they should be
replaced.
The BAT system is popular with
University of Maine students and residents
of the Greater Bangor area, with ridership
exceeding 800,000 in 2008.
"We have buses that are meant to last 12
years or 500,000 miles and others for 10
years or 300,000 miles. Right now there are
three 12-year (buses] ... that have over
700,000 miles and three 10-year buses that
are over 500,000 miles," McNeil said.
While McNeil said the buses are safe and
inspected regularly, the increasing need for
repair means more must be taken off the road
more frequently. This causes not only route

See BAT on page 4
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Community-based

By Aislinn Samacki
Staff Reporter

Environment
Students at the University of Maine are getting their knees dirty, uprooting carrots and
picking peas to provide the Orono community
with local produce. Black Bear Food Guild, a
student-run garden at Roger's Farm, participated in the Community Supported
Agriculture(CSA)Fair on Feb. 8. Eight other
local farms participated in the event at the
Orono Senior Center.
Since 1994, Black Bear Food Guild has
provided the community with fresh, certified
organic produce. This year, three sustainable
agriculture students manage the thtee-acre

Style • Beard Police, Lily Allen
and 'Push'

18
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plot. They offer approximately 95 CSA shares,
guaranteeing shareholders a constant supply of
tomatoes, potatoes, cucumbers, onions, melons and other produce throughout the growing
season.
"What mal,a.s us different from every other
CSA is that every year it changes hands," said
Mary Misted, a first-year sustainable agriculture student.
"For me, it's a really wonderful and safe
option to, you know, see how I do when I'm
actually in charge of a farm and in charge of a
lot of the logistics. And also there's a lot of
resounzes available, a lot of professors willing
to help out if you have questions about a pest
or something," said Tracy I alleur, a secondyear sustainable agriculture student.

See AGRICULTURE on page 5
Sports. Rays, Red Sox, Yankees
and the rest
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Angora rabbit wool is a 'sheared' oy
walked the attendees through the
process of creating Angora yam,
from harvesting the wool from the
rabbits — which was less about
Community
shearing and more about simple
light tugging, which removes the
Liz Grove; held what looked wool painlessly — to drafting,
like a small, pure-white cloud in carding and finally spinning the
her lap. Then it started kicking."If yarn.
Some of the women came
they start , panicking, just cover
their eyes," she instructed, inspir- equipped with drop spindles, a
ing quiet chuckling from the oth- simple device that resembles a top
ers in the room,"As beautiful as with an exaggerated handle.
they are, they're dummies, and Others came with their own spinwheels,
ning
they'll
think
which
they
you're gone, so
operated with
they calm down."
The suddenly "As beautiful as they their feet with
relaxed
cloud are, they're dummies." mesmerizing
steadiness.
was in fact an
Grover
Angora
rabbit
Liz Grover explained she
named
Molly.
Co-owner and her business
She and other
All About Angora partner,
fluffy rabbits like
Michaele Bailey,
her are the source
each have their
of Angora wool
-- which was the focus of a two- own techniques for spinning wool
hour workshop held at the Page and "whatever works for you is
Farm and Home MuseuM on what's best." This approach to her
teaching created an intimate feelSaturday.
Nine women attended the ing in the group.
The work is tactile, and the.lesworkshop, from university students with just a few months' sons are hands-on.
Michelle Martin is a fourthexperience to veterans who spoke
in a jargon that at times was as year anthropology student who
foreign as listening to mechanics recently became interested in the
talk shop. A rabbit brush with craft "It's good to have a lot of
bristles that rotated -- to reduce people around who know what
catching in the rabbit's thick wool they're doing and are willing to
attracted a great deal of inter- share what they know," she said.
The Page Farm and Home
est. Grover shared secrets of
Museum
set the scene for the
brash
where to purchase such a
workshop: The circle of spinners
and how much it would cost.
'The whole process was suf- was surrounded by antique furnifused with a myriad of unique ture, tools and other indications of
tools and techniques. Grover almost-forgotten traditions.
By Jeff Hake
Staff Reporter

Ben Costanzi The Maine Campus
wool
right off the bunny as fellow
spinning
fresh
Angora
Liz Grover of All About Angora demonstrates
Angora owner Kelly Controy watches.
Grover's personal experience
spoke to the traditional agricultural background of spinning one's
own wool.
She gave a demonstration of
inoculating a rabbit — giving it an
antibiotic injection with a needle
— and spent a good deal of time
discussing Angora rabbit care, plus
some of the intricacies of owning
chickens, llamas, sheep and geese.
While she and other Maine Angora
producers give workshops anywhere from small settings to the
Common Ground and Fryeburg
fairs, she encouraged speaking
with neighbors in the know.

Seminar helps students
bridge gender wage gap
Nationally, women earn 78 percent of
what their male counterparts receive,
but in dollars, that means an approximate $150 per-week and $6,000 perEconomy
year difference, according to the brief.
Prospective employees need to find
Forty-six years after Congress out what the average pay range is for
passed the Equal Pay Act, making it their specific position, she said. They
illegal for women to be paid less then also must factor in their experience
men for doing the same job, female level and the job location, according to
college graduates earn an average of 76 Houle. A community organizer in
cents for every dollar made by their Boston with two years of experience
male peers with the same degree and will have a different pay range than one
in Bangor at entry level. She suggested
working the same hours.
To help University of Maine gradu- going online and using a wage calculaates earn their worth, the University tor like the one on the WAGE Web site.
Applicants also need to look at the
Women's Resource Center hosted the
Smart Start Workshop on Feb. 14 to community they would be living in and
teach women about the wage gap and make a budget. She said they should
how to negotiate the best salary for figure out the basic cost of living,
their jobs. Women Are Getting Even along with student loan payments and
(WAGE) project instructor Annie other expenses, so they can see how
much money they will need every
Houle gave the seminar.
"The objective is to get highest pos- month and how much their prospective
sible salary after graduation," Houle jobs will provide.
"The relation between the budget
said at the beginning of the presentation. She impressed on her audience the and the salary was something I hadn't
importance of researching before an thought of before," said Brionna
Barton, a UMaine graduate with a
interview.
degree
in horticulture and studio art.
released
by
the
to
a
brief
According
Job applicants also have to know
Maine Department of Labor in 2006,
female college graduates experienced a themselves and be able to use their parlarger wage gap in 2004 — 74 percent of ticular education and past work experitheir male counterparts' wages — than ences to help persuade employers of
female high school graduates, who
See INCOME on page 4
earned 75 percent of the male wage.
By Whitney Bushey
For The Maine Campus

"When you're a farmer and
you talk with other farmers, you
find out what works."
Participants were charged
$10 for the more than two-hour
lesson. Wool was provided, and
at the end, attendees were given
a free bag of prime wool from
All About Angoras, the business
that Grover co-owns.
The workshop was concerned with the importance of
passing on a tradition rite with
old-fashioned techniques and is
part of Fiber Maine-ia, which is
a series of Brown Bag Lectures
that celebrate the "International

Year of Natural Fiber" as
declared by the United Nations.
The series is sponsored by
UMaine Cooperative Extension
and will last all year. Feb. 12
saw a presentation titled "Not
Exactly Victoria's Secret: An
informal History of Ladies'
Lingerie." The next Fiber
Maine-ia event, "Introduction
to Bobbin Lace," will take place
March 14 at the Page Farm and
Home Museum from 1 to 4 p.m.
For more information visit
extension.umaine.edu/fibermaine-la.

UM fights alcohol dangers
Public Safety says University of Maine is in
better shape than other schools of same size
By Kellen Safreed
For The Maine Campus

community coordinator Maida Cordero.
March agreed.
"They don't have as much vested in
this
community; they're not paying a
Student Life
non-refundable tuition ... and they don't
have to go to class on Monday," March
Students often associate college life said.
Alcohol's influence does not stop at
with alcohol and blurry nights of binge
drinking, but the dangers of alcohol are injuries or drunken shouting.
"Of all the offenses we see on our
real and often underestimated.
campus,
the fuel in the tank is the excesthe
University
of
don't
believe
"I
sive and irresponsible
Maine has a worse probuse of alcohol," March
lem than other campuses
said.
of a similar size when it
He listed off common
comes to alcohol-related
"They know what
crimes
such as domestic
incidents," said Chief of
they're doing; they
violence or car break-ins
Police Noel March. In
just don't care."
and cited reckless drinkhis opinion, UMaine is
ing as a frequent factor
more effective policing
systems in place than
Noel March for them.
"They know what
most colleges, but he
Chief of Public Safety
they're doing; they just
said underage consumpdon't care," March said.
tion is still a problem.
The Resident Life
Last fall there were 147
instances of alcohol possession by a staff tries to curb overt drunkenness.
minor on campus.
"I'm not looking to bust people,"
"The lion's share of drinking goes on Corder° said, "but if they're being disoff-campus," March said.
ruptive, that's a problem."
She said drunks are often found
There were 36 alcohol-related ambulance transports on campus last semester, because of a noise violation. If the drinkand they weren't just for alcohol poison- ing students are underage, Public Safety
ing. Drunk students accidentally cut is called.
"It's important to have a sober friend
themselves, twist ankles and worse.
Not all of the transports were UMaine watching your back," said Kylie Cole,
students. Visitors, whether friends or
See ALCOHOL on page 5
locals, sometimes cause problems, said
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LAPP dinged up with somepface to go
Jtt student tales aettoss state tn &tag to itaise nloneg ott ehamtg
By Jeff Hake
Staff Reporter
A highlighter-pink splotch of color
visible from half a mile away was the
first indication that Tim Berry was walking up Route 2. A massive orange and
pink Victorian-style skirt offset by an
equally outrageous woman's hat moved
briskly from side to side as Berry came
closer, powering his way up a hill.
Coming to a halt at the top, he took off
his large sunglasses to reveal a tired face
showing the signs of a few days without
shaving. He chose not to sit while he
rested to avoid leg cramps,instead holding his oversized hat against his side
with a white satin glove.
And tired he should be, as he was on
day seven of the "Walk-Across-MaineIn-Drag-Athon." The walk has taken
him from the University of Southern
Maine across his own campus at the
University of Maine at Farmington and
past Orono, his hometown, last
Thursday. He is on his way to the
University of Maine at Presque Isle,
where he hopes to arrive on Thursday,
Feb. 26.
The walk is a hybrid of fundraiser,
demonstration and social experiment.
It's also Berry's senior art project at
UMaine Farmington. Berry has been
collecting donations for United Way
programs in Maine, but has chosen to do
so dressed in women's clothing that
speaks — loudly — for itself.
According to the Facebook event profile that Berry created for the walk,"this
project is intended as a serious artistic
investigation into Maine culture and how
it relates to something typically outside of
itself (like a drag queen) trying to do
something good within/for it."
"Art can be in a gallery and it works
as art there," Berry said as he caught his
breath, "but I think it's supposed to
make people ask questions. It's like
preaching to the choir in a gallery. Art
needs to go out into the community."
In this instance, Berry is both artist
and subject, and it's not the first time
that he has combined fundraising with
public drag for the sake of his unique
brand of art.
Last November he "attempted to seesaw in a huge a-- fluorescent hunter
orange Marie Antoinette dress for 24
hours on [UMaine Farmington's] library
green. I made it 19 hours and raised
$1,500 for a heating assistance program
and filled two 40-gallon tubs with food
for the local pantry," he said.
But Berry felt the need to take the
idea a step further and take his outfit on
the road.
"For this project I wanted to get out
of the safety bubble of the liberal college
campus and be in actual Maine communities ... half the people I've met wouldn't go to gallery, and they wouldn't have
met me without me going through their
backyard," he said.
Berry said reactions have been overwhelmingly positive.
"I've only had about four or five negative shouts from cars and been handed
a few 'how not to go to hell' pamphlets.
Other than that, it's all been positive," he
said.

After taking Friday off at home in
Orono due to the heavy snow, Berry
reported a good Saturday on the road.
"Two different groups of women
stopped to take their picture with me;
one woman who was plowing her drive
with an ATV and [holding] a cigarette
told me she was proud of me. A woman
came out of her house to talk to me ... a
guy from [the] Bangor Ghost Hunters
Society pulled over to talk and take pictures, and two people invited me into
their homes for food and coffee," he
said.

"Art needs to go out into
the community."
Tim Berry
UMaine Farmington artist

Berry was also invited into the
American Legion Hall in Livermore
Falls for a pancake breakfast and said
that the Legion's group was supportive,
considering that he's "sure that building
has never seen a drag queen before."
The most revealing reaction may
have been that of a couple who stopped
their truck alongside Beny in Mercer.
Berry's father, David Berry, who was
"spotting" Berry while he walked, said
that a"huge"4x4 truck pulled up behind
Berry, and a couple got out. As David
Berry guardedly watched, he noticed the
license
plate:
truck's
"HICK4x4."
"I was scared," Berry
said. However, the couple had simply
stopped to shake
his hand and
offer encouragement, saying that
the Drag-Athon
was "epic" for
that part of Maine.
"We stereotyped."
David Berry said.
"Stereotypes
are
meant to be broken."
Berry added.
Berry's father has
been an important
link in the chain of
people holding his trip
together. For material
and moral support, and
especially for safety's
sake, Berry urged people on his Facebook
event profile to spot him
and follow in a car while he
walks.
His father has been filling in many of
the gaps in the spotting schedule and
helping Berry stay positive and healthy.
While he expressed concerns about the
weather and the general precariousness
of being outside for extended periods
this time of year, he was confident that
Berry had the support he needed to complete the project.
He has taken two "much-needed"

days off from his schedule due to snowstorms, but the rest of the time, Berry
said "the plowmen of Maine have kept
the routes clear and dry," adding, "so
thank you, plowmen."
When asked about supporting his
son, who is gay and has made himself
extremely visible through his drag-laden
art projects — he was dismissive of not
supporting one's children.
"You gotta accept children for who
they are,just like any other person. lOur
family has] three children, and they
were raised the same way but have
turned out totally different. Any
parent should be fully supportive," David Berry
said.
This support has
been vital to Berry's
walk, not only
morally, but logistically.
UMaine Farmington
"was concerned about
safety, and they were
really considering not
endorsing this project,"
Berry said.
He "would have
done it anyway."
Still, after showing them all
the planning that he started
in December with the help
of professor
Kate
Randall,"they decided
to endorse it."
Berry is still
soliciting any
and all kinds
of sup-

port for his cause and hopes to continue
raising funds and causing controversy
until he arrives in Presque Isle on Feb.
16.
His event's Facetx)ok profile,"WalkAcross-Maine-ln-Drag-Athon," has an
open invitation and contains links to
make donations. It can also be used to
keep tabs on Berry's progress and volunteer to spot him along his walk.
Driving up Routes I and 2, between
Orono and Presque Isle before
Thursday,onlookers will find the man in
a bright pink dress and hat, wearing a
sign that proclaims in electrical-tape lettering,
"Walk Maine in Drag
4 Charity."

Photo by Amy Brooks•The Maine Campus
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delays, but also the
need to use buses that
are well past the federfrom page 1 al criteria for replacement.
"We have one bus,[meant for 7 years of
use] from 1997 that we had to pull out from
the dust balls once this year because I had a
bus break down on the road. I haven't been
able to liquidate it because I might need it."
McNeil is hopeful. The recently passed
$787 billion federal stimulus package
includes $11 billion for train and bus public
transportation projects across the country.
Some of that money is expected to come to
the aid of Maine's four major bus systems,all
of which are in need of upgrading. The six
buses would cost $600,000 each to replace,
and while McNeil was hesitant to speak too
soon about how much funding the BAT system would be receiving, he could "safely say
that some of the six [buses] will be in the
stimulus [package]."
Though stimulus funds cannot be used
toward new projects, the BAT system, in collaboration with the Orono Town Council and
the University of Maine, plans to implement
a new shuttle route. The service will run
between campus and downtown Orono on a
half-hour loop, and will be free for all riders.
A Feb.9 meeting of the Orono Town Council
unanimously approved the route "without
hesitation," said McNeil, who spoke at the
meeting to explain the proposed plan.
Its pilot program, which includes implementation and running costs, is expected to
cost a little less than $120,000 a year over a
three-year period. State funding will cover
$30,000 for every year of the program, with
the Town of Orono and UMaine each contributing $45,000.
In addition to the Town Council's

BAT

Income
from page 2

their
worth,
"can't sell yourself if you don't
know yourself,"

Houle said.
Once an applicant has done the
research, they can negotiate salary
and benefits with their employer
after a prospective job offer, according to Houle.
To practice, Houle had the audience

approval, the new shuttle service is getting a
warm reception from BAT riders.
"I think the new shuttle service is great,"
said Ruth Hanse!man, a fourth-year English
student. Ross Tabor, a fifth-year philosophy
and history student who rides the bus to get
both to campus and Bangor, was "very excited about the new loop."
Many patrons of the Old Town route of
the BAT system, which loops from Old Town
through Orono and down to Bangor, had
praise for the system. Nicol Miller, a fourthyear studio art and anthropology student, said
the bus is vital to his schedule, and "it makes
things a lot easier."
Ross Tabor felt driven to defend the bus
system, expressing incredulity that many
people fail to use the bus. When asked why
he thought that was, he said, "they like their
cars, they're lazy, they don't care about the
environment, they're a
, they don't care
about their fellow human beings."
.Still, in spite of the popularity of the BAT
system, riders were quick to express a particular desire: more hours of service.
"If there wasn't someone to carpool with
at 8:30," said Charity Harmon, a psychology
student,"I would be sleeping on couches."
Most riders mentioned a need for later
service hours, but some riders wished for
Sunday service, and Hanselman wished that
buses came by more often on certain peak
hours. "More bus times would be helpful ...
during noon to later afternoon hours, around
3 or 4."
The need for later hours will be partially
addressed for downtown Orono riders by the
new shuttle service that will be put in place
this fall. The service will run until 7 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and until midnight on Fridays and Saturdays.
The other rider suggestions are less likely

role play a negotiation, impressing the
importance of being both positive and
assertive about what they know they
should deserve.
She cautioned new graduates
against immediately accepting an
offer out of excitement or fear of
being jobless.
"Don't feel bad walking; you are
doing yourself a favor not getting
into debt," Houle said.

Not in Orono for the March 10, 2009
Municipal Election?
Why not call the Orono Town Hall (866-2556)
ure est an absentee ballot.
X
ou can vote for

er Feeley
a inViaine
Of0110

Ma

Midi Daniel•The Maine Campus
The 1:35 p.m. BAT bus makes its way to the scheduled Union stop Saturday afternoon.
to be addressed. Aside from the Orono shuttle service, no new routes are planned in the
near future because they would require
stretching a bus fleet already in need of
upgrading.
As McNeil and driver Sue Wagner both
pointed out, most of the system's problems
could be mitigated by having more buses available — including issues of buses being late or
off-schedule. When there are buses that break
down,it is necessary to have replacements that
sometimes are not available.
The BAT system is considering a schedule
alert system. McNeil's office is working to
implement an instant messaging system that
could notify riders of schedule changes. The
major drawback, he said, is that many riders

THE

are not on their computers at all times, especially at the bus stop, and as of yet, there is no
way of instantly bringing information to riders.
McNeil said another BAT system pilot
program called MODES will launch soon,
which would allow a commuter to go online,
click on their bus route and receive information about possible roadblocks, detours and
other important details that could affect their
trip. AMTRAK in Boston actively uses the
system, and Bangor will join Portland and
South Portland in launching MODES in the
near future.
For a student opinion on
the BAT system, see page 9

BEST
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STUDENT LIVING
NOW LEASING
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FITNESS CENTER • BASKETBALL & SAND VOLLEYBALL COURTS
TANNING BED

GAME ROOM • PRIVATE BEDROOMS • COMPUTER LAB

d student running for

ool Committee.
that call now.

JUST ACROSS PARK STREET FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE

ORCHARD
TRAILS

207.866.2200
4 EMPIRE DRIVE
MESTUDENTHOUSING.COM

"All people by nature desire to know" Aristotle

Old Professor's Bookshop
Theme of the Week for February 22
George Washington & the Birth
of the United States
Featuring writings by or about
Washington,the American
Revolution, the Constitution, etc.
99 Main Street
Belfast, Maine
207 338 2006
OPBOverizon.net

Winter Hours:
12 noon to
5:30 pm.
Thr., Fri., Sat.

The Maine Campus:
For hip cats since
1875
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Sen. Susan Collins and Rep. Mike Michaud were two guests at Friday's press conference at
UMaine. Collins compares the success and excitement of the AEWC's project to a crucial
three-point shot.
clinician and coordinator of prevention at the
from page 2 Cutler Health Center.
Cutler offers free,
confidential alcohol counseling.
"If people come here, it's because they
want to."
A concerned friend or roommate most
often approaches counseling services for
advice. Cole implored students to watch
out for each other and said the first and
most effective defense against alcohol poisoning is friends, a sentiment echoed by
March.
If a student is charged with an alcohol
offense, they are referred to the Alcohol
and Drug Education Program, headed by
Lauri Sidelko. The program takes a proactive stance on the issue.
"Alcohol is our job," Sidelko said.
She runs several activities on campus to
educate students about alcohol, including
Beer Goggle Wii and Mocktail Thursdays.
The program works with faculty and the
dorms to get the word out about basic alcohol facts like alcohol-content per drink-and
how much it takes to overdose.
Eighty percent of underage college students nationwide have drank alcohol,

Alcohol

The three stu- beds as long as school is in session, and if
dent farmers — they stay in Orono during the summer, they
Plaisted, Lafleur can stay and help throughout the season.
from page 1
and sustainable We'd sure love to have them be a part of it,"
agriculture student Nick Costanzi — will said Jemison, organizer of the Orono CSA
work at the farm throughout the summer.The Fair.
Jemison brings the seniors one free bag of
work counts as field experience for the major.
"It's what I want to do,and it's what I love vegetables a week. By the end of the summer,
doing, and I feel it's a really important thing the bags contain eight to 10 pounds of vegto do. For me, being involved in agriculture etables.
He encourages young consumers to folis a really hands-on and a really honest way
low similar eating habits.
to be involved in activism," Lafleur said.
"If students understand and learn early in
Lafleur encourages students to go to
Roger's Farm if they are curious about the life how to grow good food, how to cook it
plot. She also directs students to Maine and how to enjoy it, I think they are just going
to be better off all around,"
Organic Farmers and
Jemison said.
Gardeners Association.
A few young fair particMOFGA provides a vari"It's what I want to ipants
were UMaine alumety of educational prodo, and it's what I
ni. Ryan Parker of Parker
grams on agriculture.
Produce in East Newport
Black Bear Food Guild
love doing."
received his bachelor's
shareholders from last year
get first dibs on this year's
degree in music performTracy Lafleur ance with a minor in busishares. They are still colSecond-year
sustainable ness administration from
lecting registration forms,
agriculture
student UMaine in 2004.
but according to surveys
"I never studied it [agrigiven in January, all but
culture], and if you had told
three or four shareholders
from Iasi year plan to renew. Lafleur predicts me at any point in my college experience that
I would be farming for a living, I wouldn't
there won't be many free shares.
Union Supported Agriculture(USA) pro- even have laughed, it would have been that
vides another opportunity for students to ludicrous," Parker said.
farm. The community union provides work
He said the university taught him how to
shares—where students work on a farm eight be a life-long learner, and from his studies he
hours a week in exchange for a farm share. A developed a passion for agriculture. It
few students from UMaine worked shares became a way for him to combat some of the
last year and encouraged others to choose this world's problems.
route, according to Brent Hall from Food
"Fanning the way I do is just an outlet for
AND Medicine, who represented USA at the my life view or philosophy," Parker said.
"You don't have to study sustainable agrifair
"We're looking for young people to do culture at a university to be a sustainable
work share with the farm every Tuesday from farmer.I'm proofof that. You do need to want
8[a.m.]to4[p.m.],all summer[from June 30 to change the world though, and for that you
need to [know] there is something wrong
to Oct. 13]," Hall said.
Students can also learn about farming by with the world," Parker said.
volunteering at the Orono Community
Parker has been farming for five years and
Garden at the Orono Senior Center. The plot now manages 165 acres with 2.3 acres under
provides fresh produce to approximately 50 cultivation. He predicts 90 percent retention
seniors in Orono. Anyone interested should of last year's CSA shareholders. To lean)
more about his business, visit parkerprocontact John Jemison at 581-3241.
"They can come help and work on the duce.org.

Agriculture

She shoots, she scores

idraliced
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according to Sidelko.
"[As long as] they choose to drink, they
know what they're getting into — that's our
major goal," Sidelko said.
Though the overall volume of alcohol
consumed per person has risen over the
past decade, drunk driving has decreased.
Fraternity Alpha Delta and sorority
Gamma Sigma Sigma offer the Late Night
Local shuttle, which drives around campus
Friday and Saturday nights, supplying anyone they see a -free ride.
"There are more taxis in Orono and Old
Town than there are squad cars," March
said. "There's no excuse for driving
drunk."
Students are often reluctant to call for
help for fear of getting themselves or their
drunken friend in trouble for underage
alcohol use, explained Sidelko. She, March
and Cole all stress the importance of getting help despite the consequences, which
are fairly light for first-time offenders.
"Never hesitate to call 911," March said.
In the seven years March has been on
the force, there have been three student
alcohol-related deaths. .
"And that's three more than I want to
see," March said with a sigh.

KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono
Tel: 866-7027

For Rent
Apartments & Houses
Orono & Old Town
Efficiencies, 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 bedrooms
Available June 1st & September 1st
Check out our website for locations and prices.
Website: www.kcmanagementincicom

IMPORTANT:
Student Gover.
e4r
tvwe Board,Communitiz,
ofel
e alma Comm itte methb,„
-Issocv
e
1

Budget packets for Fiscal Year 2009-2010 are now
available in the Student Government Financial Affairs
Office (FAO), located in the Wade Center on the ground
floor of the Memorial Union. If your organization would
like to request an office budget for the coming fiscal
year, you can stop by and pick up these packets any
weekday between 9:00am and 3:00pm.
Representative
Boards,
All
REQUIREMENTS:
Community Associations, Clubs and Committees
requesting office budgets must be considered active
and have final recognition with Student Government,
Inc. To check your status, please contact Samantha
Shulman via FirstClass.
DEADLINE: Completed forms must be
. submitted to the Financial Affairs Office by
FRIDAY, MARCH 27, 2009 at 3:00pm.
For more information, please contact
Justin Labonte at 1-1780 or via FirstClass.

Due: Friday
March
27th
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Think you're the leadership

type?
The Maine Campus
is looking to fill the position of

Editor in Chief
for Fall 2009
Send an application and
three writing samples to
eryk.salvaggio@umit.maine.edu

by Feb. 27.
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Yes we 'can'

Police

Beat

The best from Orono, Old
Town and UMaine's finest

Resident threatened with
being "lit up"

fered $100 worth of damage to the right
front corner of the bumper. The matter is
under investigation.

Police reported that three men woke
two female residents on the second floor
of Androscoggin Hall at 1 am. Feb. 17 by
banging and kicking at their door, which
increased in volume and voracity when
the women didn't answer.
The residents were able to identify
Patrick Quinn, 18, Orono, when he called
one of the residents after the men left the
area Quinn used obscene language and
called the resident names. Quinn and his
friends, Taylor Lewis, 19, Orono, and
Arthur Bazdanes, 18, Orono,returned and
continued banging on the door.
They damaged the residents' white
board and marker and then entered the
female restroom next to the residents'
room. There,one of the subjects defecated
in a sink. A resident assistant found the
subjects later and asked them to leave the
area
Before the night was over, the resident
received a message on her phone, saying
Quinn was "going to light her up." She
believed she was in physical danger.
Quinn, Lewis and Bazdanes were summonsed for disorderly conduct.

Workout tip No.1: Lock
it up

Office mishap
An interdepartmental envelope was
found in the CCA Lot on Feb. 18. The
envelope contained a flash drive and is
being held by Public Safety. Public Safety
asks anyone who believes it is theirs to
come identify it at the Public Safety building.

Off the hook
Someone entered a first-floor room in
Bennett Hall and removed personal property. Overnight,on Feb. 18, a green Riche
Bauer backpack containing a 30-gigabyte
iPod and a Blockbuster DVD,"American
Teen," was taken off a hook in the room.
The property is valued at $260. The case
is under investigation.

Practicing danger
A University of Maine employee told
Public Safety that he or she observed a
white vehicle driving erratically between
the Field House and the Mahaney
Diamond at 8 am.Feb. 19. Officers located the vehicle and the driver and asked
him what he was doing.The driver said he
was practicing driving in the snow and
thought it best to do so in an empty parking lot. Public Safety advised him not to
operate his vehicle in an unsafe manner.

A student reported his property was
stolen from the Student Recreation and
Fitness Center after he left it in an
unlocked day locker between 9 and 9:45
am. Feb. 18. The student lost his XXL
black leather jacket with a white stripe
down the sleeves, valued at $80.The theft
is under investigation.

Wrong kind of prints
While parked in the Knox Parking Lot
between Feb. 16 and 18, a female's 2002
Ford Escape was damaged. Someone had
kicked the driver's side door,leaving footprints on it and the window The window
was not broken, but the damages total
$300. The cage is under investigation.

Bad case of the munchies
A vending machine was knocked
down in the first-floor lounge of Knox
Hall sometime between 1 and 6:30 a.m.
Feb. 18. The vending machine company
was contacted, but there was no damage to
the unit. It is unknown at this time if any
products were taken from the machine.
The case is under investigation.

No magic tricks here
While on foot patrol in Androscoggin
Hall, an officer observed a male with two
Magic Hat beers in his hand. It was 12:31
am. Feb. 18 when the officer stopped
Christopher Noble, 18, Orono, and issued
him a summons for illegal possession of
alcohol by a minor.

Door keyed
A 1999 Chevy pickup was keyed while
parked in the Hilltop Parking Lot from
Feb. 8 to 17. The damage to the paint on
the driver-side door will cost the Knox
Hall resident $150. The matter is under
investigation.

Flat, not slashed

Kelsey Flynn + The Maine Campus
Sean Pierce and Justin Hunt sort through and organize cans and bottles at the recycling
depot on campus.

according to Dagher,
will help dramatically
reduce
construction
from page 1
costs, such as transportation and machine rentals.
Gov. John Baldacci praised the center for
its innovation, which he said will bring jobs
to Maine. Harbor Technologies, a company
developing the composite technologies introduced by the center, expects to add 20 to 30
new jobs this summer. Another similar company, Advanced Infrastructure Technologies,
also expects to add new jobs.
"This is all about doing things in a smart
way, using Yankee ingenuity, the research
that goes on up here at the university and
being able to commercialize that throughout
our sectors here in the State of Maine,"
Baldacci said. "I look forward to continuing
to work with the university, our federal partners and these next-generation partners so
they can flourish in Maine."
Baldacci praised Michaud and Sen. Susan
Collins for securing funding for the center.

Bridge

Baldacci credited the recent stimulus package, which Collins and Michaud helped pass,
for providing continuing funding for the center, saying,"It couldn't have been done without our congressional delegation."
Collins remarked on the relatively quick
transition from research and development to
the private sector.
"It is, after all, the goal of R&D to commercialize it, to see it creating spin off companies and creating great jobs right here in
"Advanced
Maine,"
Collins
said.
Infrastructure Technologies is continuing to
work to turn the composite bridge arch technology developed right here in Orono into a
nationwide industry. As AIT builds new
bridges, it will be building a new economy
and new opportunities for Maine people."
The press conference ended with a ceremonial cutting of the ribbon for the Neal
Bridge, which opened for traffic in
December.
The press conference is online in its entirety at mainecampus.com.
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A student reported someone had
slashed his vehicle's tires while it was
parked in the Hilltop Parking liat Feb. 17.
An officer arrived and determined the tires
on the 1999 Ford Explorer were not
slashed, but the air had been let out of
them.

No avoiding it
After attending an 8 p.m. show at the
Collins Center for the Arts,a person drove
down Belgrade Road to exit campus. He
had to swerve to the side of the road to
avoid an accident with a university truck
removing snow.The subject's vehicle suf-

Compiled by
Melinda Hart
Staff Reporter

www.mrcrepairs.com
Located_in orono 207-949-5841

24-Hour On-Call Service.
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Sen. Susan Collins bails
out on campus media

imon
p

The Issue: Sen. Collins refusal to talk to
campus media.
What We Think "Our senator" should do
more to respect students and fulfill promise to
"make it up to us."

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2009

After sharing the stage with Rep. Mike
Michaud, Gov. John Baldacci, UMaine
President Kennedy and University of Maine
System Chancellor Pattenaude at the
University of Maine's Advanced Engineered
Composite Center ceremony (see page 1), Sen.
Collins was scheduled to participate in an
interview with representatives of two campus
media outlets.
As members of The Maine Campus and
"Mobile Maine News" waited for the senator,
Joe Carr of University Relations let them know
the senator had to leave, and she told him she
would "make it up to them" at a later date.
During last year's campaign season, The
Maine Campus contacted the campaign offices
for both the House and Senate candidates.
Reps. Tom Allen and Mike Michaud both
responded, as did candidate John Frary. Sen.
Collins never replied (See editorial, Oct. 27,
2009).
We think it would behoove Sen. Collins to
take student media more seriously. She has
now missed two opportunities to engage with
the students of Maine's flagship university.
which serves the largest student body in the
state she represents — not to_mention students
who elected Collins to her third term in the
Senate.
We hope Collins was serious when she said
she would make it up to student media, and we
invite her to contact us whenever she is ready.
The above editorial is written by the editorial position
hoard, whose members are Eryk Salvaggio, Mario
Moretto, Heather Steeves,Zarh Dionne, William P
Davis and Amy Brooks.

Readers Speak
Best of Web comments
Re: EMMC purchases Cutler
So what of us who have already paid for the
Cutler Care Package for spring? Are the covered
services the same? Will there be refunds if not?
Unfortunately, the university has chosen not to
give important information to the most important
group — the patients. And what of the $1.3 million (quoted in BDN story) of student fees that
used to be used to fund Cutler? Will all students
be refunded that part of their fees? Seems doubtful.
- Randy Steele
Re:'Turn off the TV and talk to a real
woman
I'm not sure if the author will find some consolation in this, but it's very telling that the "I like
objectifying women" article has received more
responses. What this means to me is that objectifying women has become an extremely inflammatory thing to do. Fewer people are going to let
it slide when sexism rears its ugly head.As far as
I'm concerned this argument goes beyond sexism
and into the tyranny of dominant aesthetics. Not
only should women and men feel comfortable
about how they look, but also what they like to
look at. Also, it should hopefully be apparent that
if the things we're looking at have personalities
(like most women and men do), then judging
them completely on our own likes and dislikes of
visual aesthetics is an awful waste.
-Ryan Page

The Maine Campus
The University of Maine student
newspaper since 1875.
The Maine Campus, a non-pront student publication, is printed at
lIagc NetMedia in Rockland, Maine. Our offices are located in
Memorial Union at the University of Maine. Contact us by
e-mail at info4mainecampus.c1)m.
All content herein 02009 The Maine Campus, unless
otherwise noted. All rights reserved

Octuplets? Enough is enough
The world was wowed
last month when a California
woman, Nadya Suleman,
gave birth to octuplets —
only the second set ever
born alive. This week Kaiser
Permanente Hospital, where
the premature babies were
born, reported the Suleman
litter was making good
Rhiannon Saw telle progress. Good for them.
The bank also had an
update on the family this week — their house is
getting foreclosed on. Not so good for them.
On top of the eight new babies, Suleman has six children already — all under the age of seven. Having such a
large gang of children, Suleman clearly has no time to
work. The state is now supporting her baby-making frenzy, and taxpayers are not happy.
As a single mother, Suleman decided to have in vitro
fertilization using a sperm donor. Her doctors implanted
six embryos. The maximum suggested for her age, 33, is
two embryos.
Her careless decisions put her children in danger —
most multiples are born premature — as well as the doctors
who approved it. Eyebrows were raised when it was learned
that any doctor in their right mind would go through with
this procedure. Now talk of malpractice is on the rise.
Not only was she putting the health of her unborn children in danger, Suleman has also put her six other children
in emotional danger. It seems impossible for a single moth-

er to tend to 14 children all at once. Every child should
receive equal attention from its parents. These kids are
going to have some serious "look-at-me" issues.
Some women would kill for these children. The Center
for Disease Control reports 12 percent of women in the U.S.
have a hard time getting pregnant or carrying a child to
term. That's 7.3 million women who could be looking for a
baby. That's also 7.3 million women who are potentially
ready and capable of giving full attention to a child.
Adoption, fertility treatments and hormones are all
expensive. Many women would spend thousands of dollars to have just one baby. Suleman is certainly not sharing the wealth of her fertile womb.
There has been a media backlash against Suleman. Her
father denounced her on Oprah, Saying she was "unconscionable." Fertility experts are vocalizing contempt for the
Beverly Hills clinic that did the procedure. Angry
Americans have written death threats to Suleman. She is
now living in an undisclosed location for security purposes.
The Learning Channel won't even give her a reality
show — this coming from a station that airs shows like
"John and Kate Plus Eight" and "18 Kids and Counting."
Giving birth is certainly a natural right and a beautiful
gift — but enough is enough. Parents should not be having children if they can't take care of them. Taxpayers
should not be paying for botched in vitro fertilizations.
Caring women who would give their all for a child should
not have to watch as one selfish woman harvests the child
crop.
Rhiannon Sawtelle is features editor for The Maine
Campus.
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After student's death,
we must talk honestly
about alcohol

9

'Ideal female form'?
Give me a break
Nicole Galietta

Jaime Larese
The first time I was drunk, I alcohol resonate with. readers so
was 13. I came home and climbed they can start to tell their own. I
up the 15 stairs to my bedroom just went first. Whether you knew
but kept bumping into the other Dylan or not, I beg you to take a
door. My mother opened it, and I mature moment and share your
remember seeing her face and stories. Not for laughs. Not to be
then tumbling backward down the the cool guy. Simply to admit
stairs until I landed in a heap at aloud that America's youth has a
the bottom. I swore that next drinking problem. Add up all
morning I would never drink your stories, and it becomes ironagain, not realizing how close I ically sobering.
Bad stuff happens to those who
came to dying.
Fast-forward to a few years drink too much. And as you can
later. I had my two best girl- see, you never know what's going
friends in the car with me, and all to happen until it happens.
Alcohol was not
I can remember is
•
forbidden in my
one of my friends
house, but my
scream.ing,
European father
"White
line,
stupid
White
Jaime! .
Alcohol is there to open detested
drunkenness.
line!" Turns out I
Alcohol, he said,
had gone over the
our minds and let
is there to open
white line and
loose our tonguesfor our minds and let
into a ditch, made
a full 360-degree philosophy. Alcohol is not loose our tongues
philosophy.
for
turn and kept
driving erratically
meant to be chugged, Alcohol is not
got
we
meant
to
be
until
home. I could bonged and drunk until chugged, bonged
hardly look my
we puke and pass out. and drunk until
we puke and pass
friends in the
out.
face, because I
Why do we do
knew how close
it,
then?
My
we had come to
answer was probdying.
Fast-forward again to my 19th ably the same as yours: Drinking
birthday party where I woke up is fun. I am now in my 30s, and I
naked in my bed and could only think my father wise. The fun
remember a glimpse of someone have is limited to the perfect buzz
leaving my bedroom. Turns out I get after a few that gets me phimy friends had put me to bed losophizing, telling jokes or
fully clothed, and while everyone laughing until I pee my pants.
was asleep, I was raped while But, it's fun. That is the extent,
unconscious. There are many though, because I know what too
more stories just like this, shared much drinking does. Take a
by thousands, and I write this moment, talk with your friends
piece in homage to the sad stories and admit that drinking is OK.
related to drinking. In particular, But the way in which many drink
I write this in response to the is not OK. It's serious, and it
needs to be talked about. Not by
tragic passing of Dylan Lyford.
I am not here to lament what your elders, not by your teachers,
drinking does or to tell anyone but by you and your drinking
how to make decisions, because I buddies.
Jaime Larese is a graduate
would be telling you to do what I
say and not as I did. All I hope is assistant in the Residence Life
that all the sad stories related to Department.

The Maine Campus Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down
• Spike the cat
• Pandora Internet radio
• Little Lad's popcorn
•"The Wrestler"
• Peanut butter

•Spike TV
• AM talk radio
• Movie theater butter product
•Professional wrestling
•Salmonella poisoning

Don't judge a book by its cover — apparently
this cliche rule doesn't apply to magazines such as
the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition.
Apparently, it doesn't apply to women,either.
Michael W. Gibson's accidentally tragicomic
"Bikini Models Show Ideal Female Form" (Feb.
19, 2009) forced me to simultaneously laugh and
choke up a little bile. I chuckled at the exclamatory
sentencetcondoning unabashed sexism and nearly
gagged on my own involuntary vomit in an attempt
to swallow its ideology. Instead,I should've wept at
its stupidity. I'm indignant on behalf of women,the
great guys I know who would never think this way
— let alone write it — and other girls who may not
belong to any specific feminist group, but believe
our country has come too far to regress enough to
validate this viewpoint.
The opening line's expressed adoration for freedom of speech translates to an obvious love for
freedom from the constraints of intellectualism,
evidenced in statements like "The aesthetic value
the pages of SI offer to us are invaluable. They
show us the ideal female form — the form no man
can look away from and all females should aspire
to be."
Modeling irks me. The concept of strictly physical beauty annoys me greatly. But actually telling
me, a reader with the great misfortune of being
female, how to reach my supposed ultimate goal of
superficial perfection is just plain infuriating. A
close reading — yes, girls are capable of reading;
some even enjoy it — informed me there's nothing
more "fulfilling" than sculpting my body for fashion's sake; no one cares about SAT scores, as
"that's not the point," and that I should not be shy

in studying models in order to emulate them.
I especially liked the description of ideal women
who "show us their abundant health, their fertility,
heredity potential and their exquisitely adapted
traits," but sound more like purebred pets than people. Statements based on one sense out of five —
sight — completely ignore all the others, including
"common," which in this instance is definitely not
employed. This voyeuristic attitude is why we,as a
society, have lost all sense of dignity and decency.
Instead of poring over the latest Sports
Illustrated — aptly named only if misogyny is considered a sport — perhaps certain juveniles could
"even channel these raging hormones into success
in school" by doing something relevant, like reading Plato and other dead Greek guys,so they won't
be overshadowed by successful "females in their
ugliest forms."
Personally, I refuse to cater to someone else's
vanity. I'll continue to roll out of bed for class wearing my baggiest sweatpants and unfitted T-shirts,
won't waste time worrying if I look sexy enough
for some random guy walking to Little Hall. I
won't lose sleep wondering if "he's just not that
into me," or change who I am to conform for someone else. Women are real people. The instant looks
are worshipped is when they become as cheap,
worthless and disposable as the vapid reality shows
about them. There's a reason it's called "plastic surgery" — it's unrealistic and should be recognized
as such.
Next time it's tempting to glorify or undermine
a woman for her appearance,look in the mirror and
notice that superficiality is ugly. Real ugly.
Nicole Galietta is a senior English student.

BAT needs help now
more than ever
Madeline Glover
I still remember the first time I saw a Bangor
Area Transportation bus. To this day, I still think the
logo is downright absurd, despite the legitimacy of
the acronym, BAT. Yes, I will admit, there are bats
in Bangor, but how is this small mammal representative of transportation or the Greater Bangor
metropolis?
Regardless of imagery,the BAT bus system gets
riders to their destinations. As virtually the only
form of public transportation in Bangor, the BAT is
especially important to those in Greater Bangor's
outlying communities — Brewer, Hampden,Orono
and Old Town. In 2008, the BAT served more than
800,000 riders. Due to the current economic turmoil, an increased emphasis upon resource preservation and fluctuating fuel prices, public transportation is being used now more than ever.
When riding the BAT in Orono,I encounter convenience and the company of many fellow students.
Most live just a few minutes away. However,there
have been a few times when I needed to journey
into Bangor via the BAT. It is then that I find the
ease of use significantly diminishes, and my impatience to reach my destination significantly increases.
The BAT is necessary to the survival of alternative transportation in Bangor,a strong sense ofcommunity and individual independence. In order to
better the system and its complements, improvements such as better designation of bus stops and
stations or extended hours — past 7:05 p.m. would
be nice — should be taken into consideration.
An additional problem addressed by Eric

Russell last week in the Bangor Daily News is the
state of many of the buses,some of which are more
than 12 years old. This is not just occurring in
Bangor's public transportation department, but
statewide. Public transportation is extremely under
funded. Ironically enough, this deficit is taking
place in a time when there is an unprecedented
enthusiasm and need for public transportation.
Speaking of having an enthusiasm for public
transportation, according to Wikipedia, the model
names of the 18-bus BAT fleet are the Orion 5, the
Thomas Vista 3600 mini-bus, the Thomas TL960,
the 2001 Dennis, the NABI Bluebird Ultra LF and
the Champion Bus Incorporated Defender minibuses. Did I miss something? Since when are the
names of middle-aged men, spaceships and members of the avian classification representative of a
swooping BAT bus? Seriously, how were these
names determined? I would have enjoyed being
present at that meeting.
The BAT bus system is often complained about
for what it lacks in comparison to "big city" modes
of public transportation. In order to compete and
offer the best service possible, the BAT bus must
undergo some serious changes in order to remain
efficient and practical, as the need for public transportation is only going to increase. That being said,
I sincerely hope they do not attempt to "improve"
the name of the NABI Bluebird Ultra LF — or any
of the others for that matter. The names have character — the one thing the BAT does not lack.
Madeline Glover is a junior child development
student.

The views and opinions expressed in the opinion section are solely those of their authors, and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of The Maine Campus.
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Stylesection
Demetri Martin says "Hi."
Zach Dionne + Style Editor

"This is the worst comedy you'll hear in the country tonight."
Demetri
try,
Martin. There was no
fooling the sold-out
University of Maine
ice
crowd at the Collins Center for
the Arts on Saturday, Feb. 21 —
the night was all laughs.
Martin stepped onstage shortly after 8 p.m., laid his guitar
'nonchalantly on the floor and
launched into improvisation and
apparently on-the-spot Maine
jokes.
One audience member was
enthralled with the sight of a
bona fide Comedy Central celeb
before his eyes — he couldn't
stop hooting.
"I heard there was a choochoo studies major. This guy is
acing it," Martin said, setting
the tone for the show.
Conversational and comfortable
on the college humor wavelength, Martin never missed a
beat, much less a chance to
spearhead an impromptu joke
with the audience or a tangent of
his imagination.
The 35-year-old's half-hour
TV show, "Important Things
with Demetri Martin," aired its
second episode on Comedy
Central last Wednesday. He has
also appeared on "The Daily
Show" and -Flight of the
Conchords," and starred in his
own CD and DVD special's
"These Are Jokes" and -Demetri
Martin. Person."
Martin riffed on the town
I names of Bangor and Orono
i before kicking in to his regular
t stand-up routine.
"Bangor. Bang. Or. OK, what
else? Oh, there's just `bang,— he
said, commenting on the city's

N

A bonus interview
with
Demetri Martin
MC:So what'd you
think of Harvest
Moon?
DM:Oh, it was great.
I went there and I had
a roast beef sandwich
on wheat bread. It was
delicious.
[Student Entertainment
cuts off interview)
DM: OK- Sorry. Tell
everyone I said hi.

/

level of activity from a syntax is sacred for him.
set to a lengthy keyboard jam.
Manhattanite's perspective.
"I don't know what the long Martin first played smooth chords
The most specialized portion form of OK is. I wanna think over his standard jokes before
of the show for the UMaine it's okie dokie. 'I'm okie dokie. offering a handful of themed tunes;
audience was the question-and- I'm a little shaken up, but I'm motifs such as "Things That
answer encore with the entire okie dokie.' The good ne.ws is, Rhyme That Would Be Fun to Do"
house. Martin transformed mun- she's okie dokie. The surgery — like "hide some croutons in an
dane questions like an inquiry went fine.—
enemy's futon."
about his favorite food into
"I ate at Harvest-something
"I wish my name started with
humorous
tangents.
Fans a comma. That would be so dra- today," Martin sang, referring to
screamed out to learn his middle matic,- he said, doing an impres- Harvest Moon Deli on Mill
name, how he traveled to Orono sion of the pregnant pause that Street.
Did he get recognized in the
from the Bangor airport and if would come before his name.
they could have his drawing pad.
Martin's routine favored small sandwich shop'?
"I think on the way out, I heard
"Holy
s---,
abrupt or nonexMaine is inquisisegues my name; somebody muttered my
istent
"Tree houses are really between, jokes. name. It could've been a coincitive," he said.
The
mop- insensitive. That's like This style, rather dence," he said after the show.
topped, monolong
Another tune sarcastically
killing something and than
buildups
tone
Martin
and detailed the painful activities
showcased his then making one ofits drawn-out tales, Martin would prefer over waiting
dominance
lead to a colossal in line at a night club.
of
friends hold it."
deadpan delivery,
batch of one-lin"I'd rather live in Maine withdoubling
its
ers and odd, out a car," made the cut.
Demetri Martin hilarious
charm by occaListening to the crowd was like
. Comedian thoughts in the listening to a laugh track on
gigsionally
gling at his own
hour-and-a-half "Seinfeld" — absolute silence,
cleverness.
performance. The experience was utter attention, then — barn —
Martin mixed up the routine kinda like this:
cue laughter explosion.
with a drawing pad on an easel
After the show, Martin identi-Tree houses are really insen— his signature "Large Pad" — sitive. That's like killing some- fied Peter Sellers, Gary Larson and
and a keyboard and guitar. The thing and then making one of its Stephen Wright as comedians he
Large Pad included a graph com- friends hold it."
thinks are funny.
paring the thickness of a per"I like when people wear a
Before the Q-and-A encore,
son's neck versus the thickness WWJD bracelet, because it's Martin "closed" with a 15-minute
of the books they've read and a like an example of the first routine playing guitar and spoutlist of the five best policies after thing Jesus wouldn't do, proba- ing a seemingly endless stream of
honesty. Drawings and pie charts bly."
jokes while he finger-picked soft
were also fodder for Martin's
"Wind chimes are also earth- progressions.
drawing-pad antics.
quake chimes."
"I think it'd be cool to see
"You can't say duper without
There was plenty of laughter someone playing air guitar suffosaying super first. That's bulls---," — enough so it couldn't quite cate. How ironic," he said.
he said.
fade before the audience was
Then he picked up a tape
Martin is a logophile — a smacked with each new joke:
recorder. "Don't ever say that
word lover. If he reads this,
"If I were blind, I'd wear a again," he whispered into it.
he'll probably make a joke blindfold all the time."
Awfully tough on himself for
about the word logophile. No
That particular musing was such a witty guy.
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Local acts kick out the jams
inside a Bull Moose store
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ontheweb
stylecast:
Listen to Demetri Martin's question-and-answer encore
with the sold-out UMaine audience.

blogs:
Check out Style editor Zach Dionne's new blog,
getLOST, chock full of speculation and haywire theories
surrounding ABC's sci-fi island drama.

audio:
Listen to a clip of Demetri Martin's song,"Things I'd
Rather Do Than Wait in Line to Get Into a Nightclub,"
from his CCA show.

interactive:
View a slideshow of the Demetri Martin performance.

Condoms coming to
campus in hundreds
Courtesy of Miguel Barajas
Chris Moulton (left) and Dan Capaidl of the band Cambiata, play in Bangor's Bull Moose Music.
By Billy Roy
For The Maine Campus
Bull Moose Music in Bangor
has departed from the traditional
second-hand record store environment in search of a more hip, newwave style. Since 2005, the store
has invited local bands to exhibit
their talent during store hours.
Store manager Mark McCrillis
called the in-store performances a
"cool, new way to experience
music."
Concerts are scheduled based on
band interest and willingness. Bull
Moose allows bands to call in to
schedule shows so they can add
some tunes to the establishment.
The concerts began in 2005, but
there were few shows until this
past year. McCrillis said there
seems to be a resurgence of the idea
due to recent local band interest.
Shows are typically held on Friday
and Saturday nights, but some have
been held on Sunday afternoons.
Among the bands hosted by the

store are Soundbender,Dead Season
and Headstart.
Bands tend to play toned-down,
store-friendly acoustic set lists.
However, some groups employ
drum sets and amplifiers.
Performers occupy only a small
part of the store, allowing customers to roam and search for
music while groups play.
Promoting a new album or spreading the word about a band is often
the name of the game.
When asked about the orientation of the store during a show,
McCrillis said, "That's the beauty
of our store; we have a great layout. There's plenty of room."
McCrillis said the store takes on
a new, unconventional .vibe during
a concert. One can meander without
the worry of loitering. Shows are
free of charge with no obligation to
purchase, prompting music lovers
of all ages to attend for the sheer
pleasure of listening to live music.
A passionate music enthusiast
himself, McCrillis promotes this

idea by reaching out to the public.
The next performance will feature
mellow Bangor musicians Sam and
Yuri, with their CD release at 6
p.m. on Friday, Feb. 27.
The setting is also unique for
bands accustomed to night club and
venue scenes. The store allows
them to play with a more relaxed
and personal feel.
"It's great to let bands experience different environments. It's

more personal for employees,fans,
and group members," McCrillis
said.
Following each event, meet and
greets permit fans to give their
feedback on the music. In this
unusual concert, band members and
fans can discuss their inspirations,
preferred instruments and love for
certain genres of music. This
friendly atmosphere certainly
reflects the power of music to
assemble people under a common
interest — anyone who loves
music appreciates free live entertainment.

Helen Hunt Health Center
is proud to welcome the return of
Kenneth Nadeau,PA-C
Nadeau,PA-C, has
returned full- tittle to fide!)
Hunt Health Center providing
medical care and specializing in
minor surgical pmcedures, ken
also has ekperience with college
health patients.

Please call 827-6128
for an appointment
All your Iltilthcare needs in one location:
•
•

Open 7days a week
Pharmaty P( HO P4t:cnty.Oni

•

PhySiCailherapy
Pmrhiatry and Mental tletilth (Pc:i4c; P214111,.Only1
fl
Dental and Dental Hygiene TSyrtrut 2k10,
Lab and X-Ray Services
Patient Education

•
•
•

•

High Quaid.r Heath Cap: - - ft•int Comm.•;ion --kattitterirad Dine.14,61401 ProY
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By Billy Roy
For The Maine-Campus
Are you a strong supporter of
sexually transmitted infection prevention but -have a tough time
finding condoms on campus — or
worse, you're embarrassed to get
them from someone, you know?
These are the type of fears the
Great
American
Condom
Campaign seeks to eradicate.
Five, hundred condoms are
being delivered directly to the
dorm room of Vice President for

Student Entertainment Abtin
Mehdizadegan within the next
two to four weeks. They will
then be sent to various locations
on the University of Maine campus to be distributed throughout
the student body.
The campaign recently partnered with Advocates for Youth
and Trojan Evolve. Advocates
for Youth provides the staff and
support necessary to place the
campaign into action, while
Trojan Evolve donates I million
condoms to be distributed to
campuses nationwide.
"It's a great cause," Mehdizadegan

mated in an e-mail. "No matter
what side of the spectrum, no
one is against HIV awareness
and prevention."
The condoms will be handedoff to Residents on Campus and
placed in bins for students to
take at no cost.
The campaign seeks to
respond to increasing student
concerns that condoms are
becoming more difficult to find
.on
college
campuses.
Mehdizadegan reacted to condom
shortase concerns at Ulkohtine by
applying for the 500 condoms
online through amplifyyourvoice.com. The Web site permits students to submit an
application to become a
"SafeSite," wherein 500 condoms are granted. There are two
criteria for determining if a uniyergity can be a SafeSite: the
need for condoms on campus and
the applicant's distribution plan.
Five hundred condoms may
seem like a bucket load, but
compared to the approximate
65,000 condoms ordered every

See GACC on page 13
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Straight razors: They're not just for demon barbers
There comes a time in every
beard columnist's life when the
unmentionable must be mentioned: Shaving.
Normally I wouldn't even
consider broaching the subject
of shaving — with an important
exception made for the shaving
of one's head — but I've recently been exposed to a method,
nay, a lifestyle, of shaving that
is of comparable manliness to
beards.
Matt McEntee, a senior
University of Maine student,
shaves only one way. His
method is so intense, so brutally embodying of everything that
is masculine that the first time
he tried it., he "thought he was
going to puke" from fear.
He shaves with a straight
razor, and he's been doing it for
about a year.
A straight razor, for those of
you never saw "Sweeney Todd,"
is the simplest form of personal
shaving devices. It consists of

two parts: A handle and a blade.
Generally speaking, the blade
folds down into the handle for
ease of travel. If you still can't
grasp the gravity of what shaving with this thing would be
like, imagine trying to shave

me. He said he first considered
taking the sharp dive when his
electric razor broke down. The
major benefits of the straight
razor, according to McEntee, are
its sustainability and longevity.
"This is ultimately the way

is a far more involved process
than the lazy shave to which
most men are accustomed today.
Aside. from the dangerous
prospect of the shave itself, it
also requires practice to hone
and strop the blade, to maximize

CDILECE
MAI140 MDR-Err°
with something about as forgiving as a steak knife — and much
sharper. It was the implement of
choice for men everywhere until
the invention of the safety and
electric razors.
"I'd been kind of enamored
with the idea," McEntee told

to go, environmentally and energy-wise," he said. "If you screw
up the edge, you can re-sharpen
it. If well maintained, it'll last
you your life, and then you can
give it to your kids and they can
use it."
Shaving with a straight razor

FILM: Push

its effectiveness.
McEntee never learned how
to hone the blade, he admits, but
the blade is still incredibly
sharp, and thinner than a sheet
of paper at its edge. Stropping is
the process of smoothing out
the edge of the blade, which may

CD: Lily Allen

Courtesy of Summit Entertainment
By Spencer Morton
Staff Reporter
Take everything cool about
the "The Matrix," "X-Men" and
the hit TV series "Heroes,"
throw it out the window, and the
result is 2008's "Jumper." Now,
take "Jumper," replace Hayden
Christensen with Chris Evans,
make the plot even more convoluted, and you're left with
"Push."
The trailer for "Push" promises a visual fiesta, sweet action
sequences and cool sci-fi twists
— a typical, post awards-season
popcorn flick. Unfortunately,
director Paul McGuigan ("Lucky
Number Slevin") creates a
painful experience here.
"Push" follows a group of
government-altered humans with
supernatural powers. The characters have titles corresponding to
their abilities. "Watchers" can
see the future."Movers" are telekinetic. A "Pusher" can manipulate people's thoughts.
Then there are the obscure
•

ones: "Bleeders" and "Sniffs."
When a Bleeder attacks someone, they scream as loud as they
can and everyone within earshot
of this scream falls to the
ground in agony while bleeding
out their ears and eyes. A Sniff
is like a bloodhound — they
track people by sniffing items
the person has recently touched.
The most ridiculous scene
involves two Sniffs as they walk
around the main character's
apartment and sniff everything
— his boxers, sheets, dishes.
The way they discover him in
the first place is by sniffing a
toothbrush he used a few weeks
beforehand. It's one of the more
ludicrous concepts to make it to
the big screen.
The plot is so insanely hard
to follow, it's doubtful a
Watcher could even see where
it's headed. There's no point in
trying to explain; it'd be like
trying to teach a five-year-old
advanced trigonometry. The plot
of "Push" is akin to throwing a
coconut, a tire iron, an entire

cheese pizza and prime rib into a
blender — it just doesn't make
sense.
Who cares about plot,
though? It has cool characters
and sweet action scenes, right?
Wrong. The characters are so
thin, Stevie Wonder could see
through them. The action scenes
are seemingly cut from an awful
Jean-Claude Van Damme flick.
Exciting moments are few and
far between, and the dialogue
surrounding them is drawn out
and incoherent. It isn't a mystery why the best part of the
film is when Dakota Fanning
gets drunk and rambles on about
nothing.
The worst part may be the
end, when it's hinted a sequel is
in the works. I tend to love
cliffhanger endings. They make
me want to hold on until the
next film. The ending of "Push"
makes me want to let go of that
cliff, fall to my death and go to
a world where good films are
made.
Grade: F

mamecampus.corn

become dented or uneven on a
microscopic level. Running the
blade across a strap of leather
does it — in what seems to be a
typical
utilitarian
bent,
McEntee uses the backside of
his belt.
Talking to McEntee, the shift
from using an electric or safety
razor to a straight razor takes on
an almost spiritual quality. He
mentioned it becomes "very
much" a ritual and takes on a
different
importance, like
becoming skilled at any other
craft. He admits the straight
razor "does make it a little more
challenging to get all the little
facets of your face," but says it's
worth it. "It's a nice process."
Though I don't advocate for
any man to make a habit of
shaving, I must say the willingness to run a blade that looks
more fit for murder than whisker
removal across your face is more
than admirable enough to make
up for it.

Courtesy of Capitol Records
By Kaley Roberts
Copy Editor
For most albums, the initial
track is an indicator of how the
rest of the songs are going to
play out. With Lily Allen's "It's
Not Me, It's You," the first
number is witty, poignant and
just a bit foul. It sets the
expected pace for a CD from the
doe-eyed,foul-mouthed Londoner.
"Everyone's At It" is social
satire about the growing dependence on prescription medication
witnessed both in America and
Allen's native England. Allen
sings "How can we start to tackle the problem / If you don't put
your hands up / And admit that
you're on them," and wonders
when people will stop "putting
s--- up our noses." Not particularly novel questions, but it is
surprising to see Allen stop and
write about something deeper
than riding around London on
her bike or ditching sleazy bar
rats.
Allen continues to poke fun
at us all with the first track on
the album to get radio play.
Clearly ironic, "The Fear" is a
jab at the wealthy stereotypes
and ideals that have closed in on

her since achieving fame.
"Life's about film stars and less
about mothers / It's all about
fast cars and cussing each
other," sums up the entire disc
and gives insight into the performer's world.
"Not Fair" gets to what fans
of Allen are waiting for. It's a
saucy, entertaining bit about her
attraction to a man who is "just
no good" in bed. The classic
story of a couple who click
everywhere except the bedroom,
"Not Fair" comes at you from
out of nowhere after the more
mellow introductory songs and
makes rival Katy Perry's "I
Kissed a Girl" sound chaste.
On her last album, Allen had
a song about her little brother,
"Alfie," that sounded sweet and
sugary but was actually fantastically foul. "F--- You," with its
dainty, twinkling piano, is
undoubtedly this year's "Alfie."
An open letter to a bigot originally titled "GWB," this track
ends up being the standout of
the album. There may be no
chorus more perfect for Allen's
candy-coated-arsenic voice than
"F--- you." "F--- you / Very,
very much." With the lines

See CD on page 13
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CD
from page 12
"You want to be / Like your
father / His approval you're
after," it's not a stretch to imagine who it's written about.
Allen uses her sophomore
release as a chance to play
dress-up, clothing her lyrics
with back-tracks that draw

GACC
from page 11
year through the UMaine
Counseling Center and Peer
Education Program, it appears
miniscule. So why all the trouble? What is the purpose of filling out an application for so few
condoms?
The program is set up primarily to make condoms more
socially acceptable, easier to use
and more accessible to college
students, and every little bit
helps. The GACC aims to make
America a sexually healthy
nation by promoting safe-sex
practices. Advocates for Youth
aims to push safer sex practices

inspiration from westerns,
Flamenco music and electronica. The deviation from the more
relaxed, hip-hop style of her
first album is striking, but her
use of language — profane or
clean — is comfortingly familiar.
The release as a whole has a
much more grown-up feeling.
Since 2006's "Alight, Still,"
Allen has experienced a failed

relationship, miscarriage and
constant media hounding.
While these experiences have
not fully hardened her, the
music she writes has taken on a
more bittersweet tone when
compared to her sharp, upbeat
debut. The end result is a myriad of listening experiences that
combine into a solid album
worth the three-year wait.
Grade: B+
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Fiddle me this

to ultimately result in fewer Durex.
contractions of HIV and other
"STD and HIV is an extremesexually transmitted diseases.
ly important topic for students
The application is simple to because they are often misinreflect the campaign's mission formed about information dealto make condoms easier to use. ing with safer sex before AttendAny student capable of defending ing university," Cole said. The
a legitimate distribution plan GACC may prompt more trust
has the opportunity to make in the already elaborate condom
their university a SafeSite, dispersal plan that exists on
allowing their campus to receive campus.
condoms and literature about
The GACC's focus recently
safe-sex practices.
expanded from organizing conKylie Cole, clinician and pre- dom availability on campuses to
vention coordinator for the fighting sex censorship in
UMaine Counseling Center and American schools and pushing
peer educators program, said stu- for the rights of GLBT youths.
dents have plenty of brands to
Amplifyyourvoice.corn
choose from in the UMaine sup- Allows students across the counply of condoms, including try to submit their campaign
Trustex, Atlas, Lifestyles and input via blogs and video.

Maine
Campus
Maii

Courtesy of Zev Einsberg
Bob Banghart plays his fiddle as part of the Ray-Jen Mardi Gras dance
that took place at the Bear Brew Pub this weekend. Banghart will take
part in an Alaskan Folk Festival later this year.

CONCORD COACH LINES
Last day of service from campus is
Friday, February 27, 2009.
No reservations needed.
pick you upn campus at the
Memorial Gym behind the Black Bear statue.

0,800-639.03317
.
.contordcoachitne.coni

the maine campus
delivered right to your inbox
mainecampus.com/register
Last day of service to and from Orono for spring break is Friday.
February 27, 2009. Service will resume Friday, March 13, 2009,
except Schedule #67 will resume Sunday, March 15, 2009.
Ask about our student discount. Have a safe and happy break!

MIMORIAL UNION C I-178

PIIYSR 'AI., FORCE BY POLICE
A police officer may use a reasonable degree of
nondeadly force to the extent the officer reasonably believes such a f. ixtv. is necessary to make
the arrest ofprevent the escape ofan arrested per,
son. An officer, however,cannot use force when.,
the officer knows the an-est or detention is illegalUse ofreasonable nondeadly tbrce when the offi-

DID YOU KNOW?

WHEN YOU CHOOSE
MABEL WADSWORTH
WOMEN'S HEALTH CENTER...
You are supporting women's health
advocacy, education and clinical
services for thousands of women
from all economic backgrounds.

cer knows the arrest ofdetention is illegal. Use of'
reasonable nondeadly force is also justititx1 when

To rind out more call 207.947.5B7 or

necessary to protect the officer or a 3m 'may ti-oirv-

visit us at vawmabehradavorth.org

what the officer perceives to be the imminent use

Insurance is accepted at Mabel Wadsworth Center.

ofunlawful nondeadly force by the person the

officer is attempting to arrest.
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free unless stated otherwise

l'hattchIN
-111.ue4tichpyv 4b.
Peace Corps general
information meeting
6 to 7 p.m.
FFA Room, Memorial Union

McxiAty4 [F(C)„ 2t
Java Jive: James Gilmore
8 p.m.
Bear's Den, Memorial Union

Pitch an Angel
Maine Angel Investors hosts
free feedback session for
innovative ideas
1 to 4 p.m.
Target Technology Center,
20 Godfrey Dr., Orono

Vcbc, 26
Rape as a War Crime:
"Gender Mainstreaming"

in International Criminal
Prosecution
Feat. Tonia St. Germain,
Eastern Oregon University
12:15 to 1:30 p.m.
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union

Black History Month
presentation
4 to 5:30 p.m.
University Club, Fogler
Library

Development of Mind for
Ages Four to Eight
Feat. Rachelle Smith, candidate for Ph.D. in psychology
1 p.m.
102 Bennett Hall

Theater: "Rez Politics"
5:30 to 7 p.m.
University Club, Fogler
Library
Games Night: Safe Spring
Break Game
8 p.m.
North dining room,
Memorial Union

Socialist and Marxist
Studies Luncheon Series:
Do They Hate Us for Our
Freedoms? A Deweyan
Analysis of the Bush
Doctrine
Feat. Shane Ralston
12:30 to 1:45 p.m.
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union

©hgblifpg

Spies Coming in from the
Cold: Reckoning with
American Communism
and Anti-Communism
after Verona
Feat. Kyle Cuordileone,
City University of New York
3:10 to 5 p.m.
Wells Conference Center

University of Maine
System Task Force Open
Forum
1 to 2:30 p.m.
Wells Conference Center
a

"Sweeney Todd"
7 p.m.
Collins Center for the Arts
Contact Brett Zeigler on
FirstClass or 581-1805 for
ticket information
UMaine Jazz Ensemble
concert
7:30 p.m.
Minsky Recital Hall

2t

EV'h'U3

"A Bit of Colored Ribbon"
Works by John Bailly
Through Apeil 1
9:10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University of Maine
Museum of Art
Bangor
"Gyotaku Prints"
works by Boshu Nagase
through March 20
9:10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University of Maine
Museum of Art
Bangor
"Metaphysics of
Landscape"
Paintings by Timothy
McDowell
through April 1
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
University of Maine
Museum of Art
Bangor

Horoscopes
Aries
March 21 to April 20
A close friend will offer you the
chance to join a new business. You
are advised to take the offer, for you
are likely to obtain significant financial
benefits.

8

10

11

DOWN
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1- Poultry enclosure
2- Zhivago's love
3- Warts and all
4- 0 Sole
5- Ring combo
6- Actor O'Shea
7- Chemical ending
8- Roundworm
9- Frighten
10- Quotes
11- Pays to play
12- Look after
14- Pilfer
22- Japanese computer giant
24- Golfer Norman
25- Steeps
26- Hawk
27- Rifle (through)
28- Support beam
29- Lacoste of tennis
32- Delivery room docs
33- British sailor
34- Passing notice
35- Make angry
36- Belgian river
38- Losers
39- Allot
42- Actress Hatcher
43- Rarely
45- Need for liquid
46- Trouble
47- Decoration
48- Musical drama
49- Beastly
51- X-ray units
52- Theater box
53- Smell or fragrance
54breve
55- Monetary unit of Burma
58- Floor covering
60- Her partner would be a buck

,
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CROSSWORD

Crossword puzzles provided by
Besterosswords.com
Used with permission.

Taurus
April 21 to May 20
You may find success on a short
business trip. You are advised to
avoid controversies with your
business partners. In the afternoon,
you will manage to solve an old
personal issue.

Gemini
May 21 to June 21
Important changes may occur in the
social department. You will cooperate
well with your business partners and
will meet with important people.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22
Chances are you will have to change
your schedule several times today.
Don't worry; everything will turn out in
your favor eventually.

Leo
July 23 to Aug.22
Today you are likely to have a busy
time with a lot of problems to solve.
You will manage to make some
changes at home that will improve the
atmosphere for your family.

Virgo
Aug.23 to Sept 22
You are determined and will manage
to complete an important task. In the
afternoon you will have the opportunity to make yourself noticed in society.
Everybody will appreciate your initiatives.

ANSWER KEY FOUND IN SPORTS

Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23

ACROSS
1- With "up," to silence oneself
5- Predictive sign
9- Move off hastily
13- Fertile area in a desert
15- Baseball team
16- Silver screen
17- The Hunter
18- K-6
19- Env. notation
20- Step in ballet
21- Enthusiastic about
23- Consented
25- Bouillabaisse, e.g.

26- Emphasis
27- Hot dry wind
30- Fair-hiring abbr.
31- Belief involving sorcery
32- Stars and Stripes
37- Social standing
38- Stroll
40- Nile wader
41- Table supports
43- Look happy
44- Part of i.e.
45- Small loudspeaker
47- Doctrine maker

50- Sacred
51- Mend
52- Fibbed
53- Cask wood
56- Summer coolers
57- Latin love
59- In a strange way
61- Slender missile
62- Badgers
63- Dough
64- Kill
65- Keep it, to an editor
66- Part of Q.E.D.

,
9
1
8

5

6

9
8
47
3
93
72
8

6
82
24

1
_

2

HOW TO PLAY
•Each row (horizontal line) must have
numbers 1-9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.

5
6
2

Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
This morning, your sentimental relationship may become somewhat
tense. Don't worry. An older relative
will help you clear all misunderstandings — big time.

Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21

SUDOKU
PUZZLE

47
6
8

This morning you will be in an excellent mood, and relationships will be
going great — big time. You have
good chances to succeed in all
domestic and social activities.

Your efforts at work will be appreciated by colleagues and superiors. Your
financial situation might not be very
good, but you are determined to turn
the course of events in your favor.

Capricorn
Dec.22 to Jan. 20
Determination will help you achieve
everything you set out to.You will
obtain a significant financial benefit
and have good chances to make
yourself noticed in society.
Relationships with your loved one and
friends will go very well.

•Each column (vertical line) must have
numbers 1-9 in any order but each digit
can only appear once.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19

•Each 3x3 box must have numbers 1-9 in
any order but each digit can only appear
once.

You will have the opportunity to make
important changes in the social and
personal departments. You will be a
very good team player and will
succeed in social activities.

There is only one correct answer.

Pisces
Feb. 20 to March 19

Difficulty level: MEDIUM

You will be busy but will manage to
cope with all your tasks. You may feel
concerned about your financial situation, but you will manage to overcome
all difficulties.
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Wakefield,
Clay
Buchholz or Justin
from page 18 Masterson — then
you have one of the
finest starting rotations in the league. As
far as the bullpen goes, if the Sox are
able to keep Masterson in the pen, along
with set-up men Manny De!carmen and
Hideki Okajima and all-star closer
Jonathon Papelbon, then you also have a
high-powered pen to end the game.
The Red Sox have one of the most
balanced rosters of position players in
the league. With a good mix of young
studs with playoff experience and veterans with leadership, this group is thinking World Series or bust. It will be tough
for Dustin Pedroia and Kevin Youkilis
to duplicate their years last year, but
with another year of experience under
their belt, they are more than capable.
As previously mentioned, the hole
missing at the corner infield positions if
someone were to go down with an injury
is troublesome, with no backup at first if
Youkilis went down or had to move to
third because of Mike Lowell getting
hurt agai The only other thing missing
from this team is a big bat to counter a
hopefully healthy David Ortiz. The
trade for Jason Bay gave Boston one of
the most well-rounded outfields in the
league with Ellsbury's and Drew's
speed, Bay's contact and adequate
power and the fielding prowess of
Ellsbury, but the one thing it didn't
bring back was a threatening bat in the
middle of the lineup. This Red Sox team
is the most qualified to make it to the
Fall Classic, but just as easily could
miss the playoffs if things take a turn for
the worse.

the most talented infield in the league, a
solid outfield that will get on base for
the power guys and a potentially great
starting rotation with C.C. Sabathia,
Chien-Ming Wang, A.J. Burnett, Joba
Chamberlin and Andy Pettitte. The only
part of this team that needs a face-lift,
beside a little more depth in the outfield,
is the bullpen. Nevertheless, they still
have arguably the greatest closer ever
still waiting for the ninth. However, no
matter how talented of a team they put
on the field, the off-field stories will be
too much to overcome. We will witness
a monumental meltdown in the Bronx
this year.

Baseball

Toronto Blue Jays — Sometimes I
feel bad for this team. If they played in
N.L. West this team could be a playoff
team almost every year. This team
always has the pieces to compete, but
can never find the one piece that would
put them over the edge. They have one
of the top three pitchers in the league,
the ever-consistent Roy Halladay. They
have one of the best young players in the
league, Alex Rios, as well as perennial
all-star Vernon Wells. If they could find
that one more piece to add to that lineup
and have consistency in their bullpen
this team would be in good shape. Since
they don't, they will have to watch the
playoffs on the couch yet again wondering how they can leap frog at least two
other A.L. East teams ahead of them.
Baltimore Orioles — The Orioles
have filled the void of bottom feeders
left by the Rays quite nicely. A team
clearly in a rebuilding period almost
made a splash this offseason by signing
coveted hometown man Mark Teixeira
to a deal. Even with Teixeira though,
this team still would be far away from
the playoffs. They have some foundation in place, especially with young outfielder Nick Markakis, and solid veterans in the speedy Brian Roberts and the
underrated Aubrey Huff. Yet, until this
team receives some help in the rotation
and the bullpen, you can expect them to
sit comfortably in fifth place for a while.

• New York Yankees — What is there
to say about this team that hasn't already
been said? You could start with their
abundance of spending — bringing in
the top three most coveted free agents
this offseason. Or you could focus on
their circus-like atmosphere that will
follow them due to A-rodgate. This team
is by far the wildcard of the entire
league. If everything goes right for this
squad, they could put up a record number of wins. But, if history has taught us
anything, it is clear this won't be the
case. It's almost unfathomable to ever
see this coming, but this team with a
payroll of over 200 million dollars will
miss the playoffs for a second straight
year. Talent wise, few teams if any can
match what this team brings. They have

There you have it: the most staggering of divisions in the entire organization — on and off the field. I can tell
you one thing, the team representing the
American League in the World Series
will be out of the A.L. East — I just
don't know who that will be.
I guess that's why we play the games.

though highly touted
freshmen Tyler Zeller
from page 20 could return this
week). The other
teams in the upper tier are Oklahoma
(benefitted from weak Big 12 and has
struggled against talented teams),
Pittsburgh (good team getting hot at the
right time; hopefully their big men will be
able to keep up with a run through March)
and Connecticut (great inside-outside
game and virtually unbeatable if sevenfoot-three Hasheem Thabeet is on his
game).
The teams that could get hot and make
a run into late March are Wake Forest,

NCAA.

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Ashley Waters, captain of the softball team, received the M Club Dean Smith Award.

Scholars
from page 19

proper,
and
keep

caught up in our classes.
They help us perform well
on and off the field, and keep
us eligible to play. The Sezak

Academic Center provides a
great opportunity to do well.
We are able to access a tutor
easily, and this is a great
advantage. Other universities may not have this setting
for their athletes, and I am
very grateful for the oppor-

tunities they provide."
The high number of
Scholar-Athletes this year
has proven that through the
help of advisors and the
community, athletes can
tackle many obstacles on
and off the playing field.

Duke, Michigan State, Louisville and
Memphis. Out of this group I like the way
Louisville has been playing lately (beside
the stinker they had against Notre Dame).
They have a good balance of inside-outside, just like UNC and Oklahoma have.
The one thing that could hurt them is their
youth and previous inability to take down
high-powered teams such as UNC, who
knocked them out of the tournament last
year.
Any way you look at it, this has the
build up of being an exciting month and a
half of basketball. So even if you forgot
to roast the chestnuts by the fire, we are
still in a college basketball wonderland.
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involvement.
Randall
from page 20 scored two
points in his
freshman campaign and recorded
his first collegiate goal against
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
He has since emerged as an allsituations player for the Black
Bears, tallying nine points on four
goals and five assists in his second
season, while also serving on the
penalty killing unit that is sixth best
in the nation. His first goal of the
season was the game winner in a 20 shutout of the University of
Alaska in Fairbanks at the season
opening Brice Alaska Goal Rush.
"I think the thing that Lem
brings is his tenacity every night,"
said Associate Head Coach Bob
Corkum."He competes every shift.
He works very hard off the ice as
well and in the community. On the
ice he is a very physical player, but
he's also a great penalty killer. He's
very good on face-offs. He does a
lot of little things that really help
the team. He's a great leader in'the
locker room as well."
Whether it's digging a puck out
of the corner, diving to block a shot
or delivering a bone jarring check,
Randall has thrived in his role as a
physical forward. He garnered the
"Human Wrecking Ball Award" in
his final year with the MIHL.
"That's kind of how I grew up
playing. I was taught how to play
tough and in your face. So it's kind
of what I bring to the team and I
hope it fills some gaps for us,"

Randall said.
He likely won't catch team
scoring leaders Gustav Nyquist,
Brian Flynn and Tanner House
before the end of the season, but
Corkum stressed the importance of
physical role players like Randall
playing to their strengths.
"It takes everybody playing

their role for the team to have success, and when you try to do something that's not really in your
makeup, you end up hurting the
team," Corkum said. "He's very
conscious of what his role is on this
team and he does his role very
well.
"Not everybody can be a goal
scorer, and those guys are very
much as important as the guy that's
putting the puck in the net,"
Corkum added. "A lot of times
without the guy going in the corner
and digging it out, the goal wouldn't have been scored in the first
place."
A diving shot block late in the
Nov.9 upset of then second-ranked

Boston College helped preserve
the 2-1 lead and illuminated
Randall's value to UMaine's success.
"It's one of the things I was
taught growing up. You do anything it takes to win, and a game
like that, I think they were number
two in the country at the time;
you're just trying to do anything to
help your team win, whether it's
block a shot or take a hit," Randall
said.
The durable forward solidifies a
deep sophomore class that was
thrust into leadership roles sooner
than expected. With a youthful roster containing 19 underclassmen,
freshmen and sophomores have
combined to score 74.6 percent of
UMaine's goals and are responsible for 75 percent of the scoring.
"I like to think that I've helped
out a lot more this year offensively," Randall said."Our whole class
from guys like House and [Josh]
Van Dyk,[Jeff] Dimmen, we've all
tried to take a little bit on ourselves
this year, and I think it's showing
with a lot of the poise that some of
the guys are showing."
Randall has appeared in all but
three games this season for the
Black Bears, which Corkum credits to his consistent effort.
"Every time we have Lem on
the ice we know what to expect out
of him. He's going to go out there
and give you one hundred percent.
He's going to run some bodies
over, and he's going to chip in the
occasional goal."

Turgeon
added."I was
from page 18 able to play
at a really
competitive level of hockey and
was able to learn English too."
On the hockey side of things,
Turgeon came to college not really
knowing what to expect."You just
never know," she said.
Turgeon would go on to play in
22 games as a freshman and make
her mark by winning 9 games.
Since then, Turgeon said that she
has taught herself a lot, not only on
the ice as a player, but as a human
being in the game of life.
"Playing back to back games is
not an easy thing to do. You're
always trying to do the best to

recover after the first game. But
after three years of managing your
physical and mental preparation,
you know what you need to do to
be ready."
The physical and mental preparation that Turgeon has endured
through hockey, she feels, will
only help her become successful in
the business world after graduation.
"Working with teammates,
dealing with pressure, being able
to balance school and sports, staying focused on the task at hand,
learning how to be disciplined and
manage time. All of these will help
out with my business career later
on," Turgeon said.
Genevieve has applied to grad-

uate school at the University of
Maine. She hopes that if she is
accepted, she will be able to work
with the team as an assistant, but
doesn't see her coaching career
going far after that. After graduate
school, corporate financing is
where she wants to be. Both the
sports and technology industries
are of interest to her. She added
that working for an eco-friendly
company would be very important
when searching for a job.
"I have no regrets," Turgeon
concluded. "1 am really happy
with what I've done. I don't realize
it yet; I know [the end] is coming.
It's going to be sad, but it's time
for me to move on and focus on
my career and my future."

Randall

Turgeon

"[Lem Randall]competes every shift. He
works very hard off
the ice as well and in
the community."
Bob Corkum
Associate Head Coach
UMaine Men's Hockey

Athletes of the Week
Keith Bilodeau
Baseball
The freshman righthander from
Bourne, Mass., made his collegiate
debut going eight strong innings,
holding UNLV to only two runs on
six hits. He was in line for the victory Saturday night, but the
Running Rebels scored two runs in
the ninth against the Black Bear
bullpen to win 4-3.

Flynn, but improved to 8-7-1,
making 31 saves.
UMaine outshot UMass 34from page 20
27, but trailed again in faceoffs
34-21. The Black Bears went 1-for-8 on the power
play, while UMass went 0-for-2.
UMaine will begin the final home weekend on
Friday Feb. 27 at 7:00 p.m., followed by a 7 p.m.
Saturday game in which seniors Jeff Marshall,
Simon Danis-Pepin, Chris Hahn, and Matt Duffy
will be recognized.

Women's Basketball
59
UM
51
Albany

Thursday, Feb. 19
Men's Basketball
54
UM
New Hampshire 63

Friday, Feb. 20
Softball
6
UM
Western Carolina 0
UM
Virginia Tech

4
I

Baseball
UM
UNLV

2
4

Saturday, Feb. 21
Softball
9
UM
Coastal Carolina 0
Women's Basketball
UM
46
Binghamton
66
Women's Hockey
UM
Vermont
Baseball
UM
UNLV

5
9

UM
UNLV

3
4

Three Stars of the Weekend
1st — Casey Wellman, Fr., F, UMass
— A goal and three assists gave
Hockey East's freshman scoring
leader five points in the season series.

*

2nd — Brian Flynn, Fr., F — Three
goal weekend gives Flynn the
team lead in goals scored with 11.

*

3rd — Brian Keane, Fr., F, UMass —
Scored the game winner eleven
seconds into overtime in Friday's
game to give the Minutemen the 4-3 win.

*

(9)

Men's Hockey
3
UM
UMass
4

Hockey

Alexis Souhlaris
Softball
The junior center fielder and
pitcher helped the University of
Maine softball team win three of
four games this weekend in the
Kickin' Chicken Classic in
Conway,S.C. In Saturday's 9-0 win
over Coastal Carolina, the host of
the tourney, the Deny, N.H. native
hit her team-leading third home run
of the season and scored three runs.,

Wednesday, Feb. 18

Men's Hockey
3
UM
4
UMass
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Turgeon backstops Bears
By Ben Violette

The records that Turgeon holds
make her without question one of the
top goaltenders that UMaine
Ever since she laced up her first women's hockey has ever seen. She
pair of skates at the age of seven, holds a team record for games played
Genevieve Turgeon knew that hockey (100), 34 games ahead of the second
was where she wanted to be. Turgeon best mark. She will also hold the
was always an active kid participating record for career saves (2,901+) and
in soccer and tae kwon do, but there saves made in a season (928+), both
was something special about hockey of which she had just broken and
that grabbed her interest.
added to this season.
Turgeon said that although she
Turgeon will hold many team
wanted to play, she had a tough task records as well; career records in
convincing her father to allow her an wins with 23 (2nd), save percentage
opportunity.
with .900 (3rd) and shutouts with 7
"I would ask my dad a lot, almost (3rd).
everyday, about playing hockey. He
The single season marks that
didn't want to let me play because he Turgeon holds are just as remarkable.
thought that it was too much of a She will finish this season with 30
guy's game."
games played (second) to go along
It turns out that letting his daugh- with the other three marks she has in
ter play hockey was one of the best that category (26, 22, 22). She will
decisions he could have ever made finish with three of the top five
for Turgeon. After her final collegiate records in saves (first, second, fifth;
hockey game this past Sunday, 928+,907,682) and fifth in wins and
Turgeon will be in the top five in all save percentage from the 05-06 cambut one category for goalies at the paign (9, 2.26).
University of Maine.
When asked about the records,
For The Maine Campus

Turgeon humbly replied,"It's good to
have individual success, but the focus
is always on getting better as a team."
"It hasn't quite hit me that it's
almost over," she added. "I think I
will realize how special it was when
I'm able to look back on everything."
On top of all the success Turgeon
has had on the ice, she has encountered just as much in the classroom as
a four-time Scholar Athlete.
Although it may seem that success
has come easy to Turgeon, she will
tell you otherwise. Simply coming to
the United States was difficult enough
for her.
Turgeon came to the University of
Maine from Lac Beauport, Quebec,
knowing nearly no English. "My
English was very bad," she described.
"But Maine already had four other
French-Canadian players on the team,
which made them an attractive
choice. It would make for an easier
transition."
"It was the best combination ever,"

See TURGEON on page 17

Handicapping the AL East
By Jesse BoardIna
For The Maine Campus

A.L. East
This division is stocked full of
story lines and "what ifs" — the
steroid scandals, the rivalries, and the
possibility that three teams that could
easily make the World Series, let
alone the playoffs.

We're still a month away from
opening day, and it has probably
been the weirdest offseason in
recent memory. Here is just a quick
synopsis. We saw record contracts
— CC Sabathia (largest for a pitchTampa Bay Rays — I tried to diser). We also saw the Yankees throw sect this division without any sense of
around close to a half billion dol- bias, and in doing so I need to put the
lars during a time where the rest of defending American League champs
the country is in an economic col- at the top. Their biggest concern —
lapse; we saw future Hall of Famers barring injury — is if any of their
and former all-stars unsigned due great young players will take a step
to that aforementioned economy, back. This team is at good odds to end
and we had the latest and possibly up on top. Another year under the belt
most damaging chapter of the of B.J. Upton and Evan Longoria, as
Steroid era. With all that going on, well as pitchers Matt Garza, J.P.
it's possible you might have forgot- Howell, Scott Kazmir and David
ten -about the actual games that Price will only help this team. Also,
need to be played. Here's a quick the addition of Pat Burrell — who can
look into the most talented and add a big bat and experience in the
most controversial division in all of middle of that young lineup — will
prove helpful.
baseball.

Boston Red Sox — This team can
easily jump the Rays and make it
back to the promised land for the
third time in six years. To do this,
they need to be healthy, and who
knows if that will happen. By not
being able to reel in Mark Teixeira,
the Sox put all their eggs in the basket
of fragile Mike Lowell and David
Ortiz, who are both coming off
injuries. Also, the Nation will have to
hope their fearless leader Jason
Varitek rebounds from a .220-year.
There should also be a little worry
concerning the pitching staff. With
injuries to John Smoltz and past
injuries with fellow newcomer Brad
Penny and veteran Josh Beckett, the
starting rotation looks a little slim.
However, if these three rebound and
pitch to their potential, Lester pitches
another strong year, and a fifth starter
pitches productively — either Tim

See BASEBALL on page 16

Wednesday, Feb. 25
Women's Basketball
vs. Vermont
7 p.m. in Orono

Thursday, Feb. 26
Men's Basketball
vs. Boston University
7 p.m. in Boston, Mass.

Friday, Feb. 27
Softball Doubleheader
in Orlando, Fla.
11:30 a.m. vs. Eastern Michigan
1:30 p.m. vs. Syracuse
Men's Track
New England Championships
at Boston University
12 p.m. in Boston, Mass.
(Two-day event)
Women's Track
New England Championships
at Boston University
3 p.m. in Boston, Mass.
(Two-day event)
Men's Hockey
vs. Vermont
7 p.m. in Orono

Saturday, Feb. 28
Baseball Doubleheader
vs. Delaware State
12 p.m. in Dover, Del.
Men's Hockey
vs. Vermont
7 p.m. in Orono

Sunday, Mar. 1
Softball
vs. Western Michigan
11:30 a.m. in Orlando, Fla.
Women's Basketball
vs. Vermont
7 p.m. in Orono
Baseball
vs. Delaware State
1 p.m. in Dover, Del.
Men's Basketball
vs. Vermont
1 p.m. in Orono
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UM honors athletes
for hitting the books
the football team for the past year and was
also named the Colonial Athletic
Association Football Student-Athlete of the
Year. He was a semifinalist for the Draddy
Athletic
Maine
of
The University
Department honored 258 student-athletes on Trophy in October as well.
Waters, a captain of the softball team,
Feb. 15 at the 20th Annual Scholar-Athlete
named the 2008 America East Player
was
Recognition Awards Ceremony, the highest
Year and the 2008 America East
the
of
recognized
number of student-athletes to be
Scholar-Athlete of the Year. She
Softball
recogscholar-athlete
of
years
in the past 20
nition. The student-athletes honored earned was also named to the National Fast Pitch
Association
Coaches
a 3.0 or higher grade point
All-Region
Northeast
average in their fall semesfifth playthe
Team,
Second
"'When one is
ter. There were 176 Scholarearn this
to
history
in
er
"Rising
82
Athletes, and
challenged with high honor.
Stars." who are first-year
expectations by so
Athletic academic advistudents receiving a 3.0 or
Myer Taksel said the
sor
better grade point average. many, they are bound
number of student-athhigh
The awards given were
to achieve success."
recognized for their
letes
symbolize
which
medallions,
achievement does not surthe number of years each
Myer Taksel prise him.
student-athlete has been rec"There are many high
Athletic
Advisor
UMaine
ognized. They received
held by the
expectations
being
either a gold medal for
athletic community, the
honored for their third or
fourth year, a silver medal for their second state, the coaches and the team," Taksel
year or a bronze medal for their first year. said. "When one is challenged with high
The Scholar-Athletes were also recognized expectations by so many, they are bound to
during halftime at the UMaine women's achieve success."
The athletic advisors, Taksel and Ann
basketball game after the ceremony.
The M Club Dean Smith Award was also Maxim, provide a community for the stugiven to a male and female athlete with out- dent-athletes to achieve success. Derrick
standing academics, athletic achievement, Harris, a sophomore cornerback for the
citizenship and community service. Ryan football team and Scholar-Athlete, said the
Canary, a senior offensive lineman for the athletic community is what creates such
football team, and Ashley Waters, a senior high-achieving athletes.
"We have a great athletic staff," Harris
infielder for the softball team, were the
"They are very around-the-clock,
said.
recipients for this award.
Canary was named to Team Maine for
See SCHOLARS on page 16
having the highest grade point average on
By Dayna Margarita
For The Maine Campus
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Ryan Canary (far left) was named the CM Football Student-Athlete of the Year.

Why Attend Summer University?
he University of Maine's Summer University offers more than 600 courses throughout the summer
designed to meet the diverse needs of lifelong learners offered on-campus and at selected off-campus sites,
including The University of Maine's Hutchinson Center. Over 100 courses are offered online worldwide
and through interactive televised technologies.
• Graduate Early
• Lighten Your Semester Course Load
• Take Advantage of Lower Tuition $ Before Fall Increases
• Enjoy Smaller Class Sizes
• Be Inside During Black Fly Season
• Earn Three Credits in Three Weeks!
•.Choose from 19 Flexible Calendars

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Select From Over 600 Courses
Further Your Career With Professional Development Courses
Take An Online Course at Home While on Summer Break
Travel and Study in Quebec, Russia,Japan and the Amazon
Take a Course Outside Your Major
Find Plentiful Parking!!
Enjoy a UMA1NE Summer

...on-campus, on-line, on-site...
Register Early — Classes Fill Quickly • Registration Begins February 27
Summer Schedules: May 11 — August 21
Schedule of Courses and Registration Information

dlLumainesedu/summer

•

or call 581-3143
•

.

UMaine 2009 Summer University
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Randall finds place with Black Bears
Manitoba native brings physical play, team attitude to men's hockey program
By Steven McCarthy
Staff Reporter
Five hundred miles north of Canada's border with
Minnesota, the town of Snow Lake, Manitoba is home
to approximately 1,300 residents. A single school
enrolls 273 students, grades one through twelve combined. Not exactly the recruiting hot spot of Canadian
hockey. _
The University of Maine coaching staff struck gold
in the mining village two years ago when they attracted
unclaimed right wing Lem Randall to Orono late in the
signing period.
"It was kind of them picking me," Randall said. "I
didn't really have a place to go play. I was going to go
with Division 3, and then right at the end of our season,
in May pretty much,I got a call from the coaching staff,
and they wanted to look at some of my video, and they
liked it. So I came down and checked out the school,
and everything's been excellent so far."
The sophomore quickly earned the nickname "Big
Country" from his teammates, referencing his rural
roots and 6-foot-1,205-pound build. Senior Chris Hahn
hails from an .equally northern portion of neighboring
Saskatchewan, and responds to "Little Country," due to
his 5-foot-9 stature.
Randall previously skated for Manitoba's OCN
Blizzard junior team, where he compiled 101 points on
37 goals and 64 assists in 63 games and made the
Manitoba Junior Hockey League All-Star second team.
He also earned the GM award for community

See RANDALL on page 17
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Lem Randall waits for the puck against Niagara this season. The sophomore forward has developed into a leader for UMaine.

Minutemen sweep Bears NCAA Bracket
Men's hockey drops two, Flynn lone bright spot
By Steven McCarthy
Staff Reporter

5:26 remaining. It is the second
time in three games the Black
Bears allowed three power play
goals.
The Minutemen gained the
man advantage after UMaine senior defenseman Matt Duffy was
called for hooking while preventing Matt Irwin from rushing in on
a one-on-one with goaltender
Dave Wilson.

on Feb.1, in which UMaine won
2-1.
Sophomore left wing Robby
The University of Maine
Dee, and freshman center Will
men's hockey team will have to
O'Neill also scored go-ahead
make up some ground in the final
goals for UMaine.
The Black Bears came out flat
month of the season if they hope
to make the playoffs. The Black
Saturday night, trailing 4-0
Bears were swept by the
through two periods before
University of Massachusetts on
mounting a three-goal comeback
the road in a pair of 4-3 decisions.
in the third.
The woes on the OlympicUMass scored a pair of
sized ice continued for
goals in each of the first two
worr.
UMaine, who has lost their
periods, before Flynn scored
Men's Hockey
. two
last three games on those
goals in the third, and
dimensions. The Mullins
sophomore defenseman Jeff
Center rink is ten feet wider
Dimmen added a third.
Wilson took the loss despite
than UMaine's Alfond Arena.
The Black Bear's comeback
The sweep severed a tie for the making a career-high 38 saves. fell short though, and UMaine fell
seventh spot in the Hockey East He was looking to record his first to 12-17-4 (7-14-3 Hockey East).
standings. UMaine will host the career road win, but fell to 3-7-1. UMass improved to 15-15-3 (10sixth-ranked
University
of Paul Dainton countered for 11-3 Hockey East). UMass is 9-1Vermont. next weekend in the UMass, and made 21 saves.
0 when they have mounted a
UMaine was outshot 41-24 in three-goal lead.
final regular season home set.
UMass trailed three times in regulation, before Keane scored
Freshman goaltender Scott
Friday's game but answered with on the first shot in overtime. The Darling made his first appearance
power play goals each time. The Black Bears also had trouble win- since allowing four goals through
game continued into overtime, ning faceoffs, owning the short two plus periods in a 7-2 loss to
where Brian Keane scored on the end of a 45-12 margin.
Boston University on Feb. 13.
opening sequence to give the
Freshman Brian Flynn gave Darling made 23 saves, and fell to
the Black Bears a 1-0 lead 1:17 9-9-3. Dainton had his first
Minutemen the win.
UMass went 3-for-6 on the into the game, reminiscent of shutout of the season spoiled by
power play in the game, capped Duffy's goal 44 seconds into the
by Chase Langeraap's score with first meeting between the teams
See HOCKEY on page 17
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talk heating up
By Jesse Scardlna
For The Maine Campus
It's the most wonderful time of
the year. OK,I know it's not holiday season anymore, but if
you're a college basketball fan,
then to you this is the equivalent
of
Christmas,
Hanukkah,
Kwanzaa or whatever you prefer.
Of course what I'm talking about
is the buildup to March Madness.
These final few days of February
leading into March are as exciting
as it gets. The teams are battling
for those final spots, or trying to
gain momentum going into the
conference tournaments.
Look at last weekend as an
example. We're not even in
March yet, but we have quality
games such as a monumental
mid-major battle between ranked
Butler and Davidson led by
Stephen Curry; a high-powered
North Carolina team against ACC
rival Maryland; potential No. 1
team in the country Oklahoma led
by Blake Griffin going up against
Big 12 rival Texas. Sunday you
have perennial Big East powers
Villanova at Syracuse; a Big 10

matchup between top five team
Michigan State and Wisconsin.
Finally, there is a top ten matchup
between ACC rivals Wake Forest
and Duke. Hopefully you were
able to find some time to do some
work last weekend, sometime in
between those games.
There's no doubt college basketball is the most exhilarating
sport to watch, and every year at
this time, we get to witness the
best of the best. I will save my
predictions for when the brackets
are revealed, but I can say with a
strong amount of confidence that
this year's March will have more
madness than years past, and
here's why: We don't know who
will win it. My pick since last
year when I found out they were
returning their top 5 scorers was
North Carolina. I would still bet
the house on them, but I would be
sitting awfully close to that TV
screen. The thing that worries me
about UNC is still their defense,
which was their Achilles heel last
year, along with their slimming
bench due to injuries (even

See NCAA on page 16

